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Seizing the opportunities offered by the Internet,

we deliver exciting web-enabled products that

reflect the dynamic aspirations of the digital age.
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‘Safe Harbor’ Statement under the Private
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
This document contains certain forward-looking
statements with respect to the financial condition,
results of operations and business of Philips and
certain of the plans and objectives of Philips with
respect to these items, in particular the Outlook
paragraph of the Operating and Financial Review
and Prospects. By their nature, forward-looking
statements involve risk and uncertainty because
they relate to events and depend on circumstances
that will occur in the future.There are a number 
of factors that could cause actual results and
developments to differ materially from those
expressed or implied by these forward-looking
statements.These factors include, but are not
limited to, levels of consumer and business
spending in major economies, changes in consumer
tastes and preferences, the levels of marketing and
promotional expenditures by Philips and its
competitors, raw materials and employee costs,
changes in future exchange and interest rates (in
particular, changes in the euro and the US dollar
can materially affect results), changes in tax rates
and future business combinations, acquisitions or
dispositions and the rate of technical changes.
Market share estimates contained in this report 
are based on outside sources such as specialized
research institutes, industry and dealer panels, etc.
in combination with management estimates.

This Management Report booklet and the separate
booklet entitled ‘Financial Statements’ together
comprise the full Annual Report for the year 2000
of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. (‘Royal Philips
Electronics’) as expressed in euros.The selected
financial information included in this Management
Report is derived from the Philips Group’s full
annual financial statements including notes.The
Financial Statements booklet also contains
additional financial information and further
statutory and other information. For a full
understanding of the results of the Group and the
state of affairs, both booklets should be consulted.
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In the year 2000,

we broke major performance records

• Income from continuing operations rose to an all-time high of EUR 9.6 billion 

(excluding one-time gains, EUR 2.6 billion, 65% up on 1999)

• Sales reached a record level of EUR 37.9 billion 

• Our market value at year-end reached a new high of EUR 50 billion

we met the objectives of our four-year program

• At 35.7% – excluding one-time gains, 24.2% – we exceeded our RONA target of 24%,

up from our 1996 starting point of 4.2%

• Earnings growth (excluding one-time gains) of 65%, compared with 70% in 1999

• Over the course of the program we have generated EUR 10.2 billion cash from operations,

of which EUR 7.6 billion has been invested in the Company 

and we took significant steps to advance the Company's long-term interests

• We effected a number of divestments, generating cash of EUR 3.6 billion

• A total of EUR 3.2 billion was invested in acquisitions designed to exploit new growth

opportunities and achieve leadership positions

• To encourage investment in our shares, we carried out a 4-for-1 stock split.

We also returned EUR 1.7 billion to shareholders in cash, reducing the number 

of shares by 3%, and we increased the dividend by 20%

These steps will help to position Philips as a high-growth technology company 

with a strong underlying cash flow, delivering sustained healthy returns to its

shareholders.

A sound basis for success



Message from the President

Dear shareholder,

I am delighted to say that Philips made a good start to the new millennium. The fruits of
the efforts of the past four years are becoming clearer. Benefiting from favorable economic
conditions and a strong US dollar, particularly in the first three quarters of the year, all our
divisions reported performance improvements in . Our Semiconductors division, for
example, turned in a sterling performance, with sales growth of %. And with a
reconfigured, highly focused product portfolio, Components posted an improved
performance, with income from operations, excluding one-time gains, up more than %.

We enjoyed the benefit of strong contributions from unconsolidated companies,
including a number of significant one-time gains. In the course of the year we sold %
of our shareholding in ASML, resulting in a book profit of  . billion. We also
realized gains of  . billion on our share of the increased equity value of TSMC and
 . billion on the sale of a portion of our shares in JDS Uniphase. Additionally, in
December the exchange of our post-PolyGram Seagram shareholding to Vivendi
Universal shares yielded a net gain of approximately  . billion, while the merger of
Origin and Atos resulted in a gain of  . billion.

Our income performance was further boosted by strong licensing revenues. We
conducted a successful drive to maximize revenues from licenses on our many patents,
resulting in a % increase over . We also filed almost , new patent
applications, up % on the previous year, securing solid positions in fields which are of
vital importance for the future.

Sales rose by %, with growth accelerating in Europe, Asia Pacific and Latin America.

Improvements in our financial performance like those outlined above have enabled us to
regain our credibility within the financial community, completing step  of our strategy
process. However, in order to go further, we must keep improving our performance,
building our profitability, because only by doing so – consistently – will we be able to
hold our own in today’ s highly competitive market.

Strategy for a high-growth future

Our objective is to be a high-growth technology company that achieves profitable
growth with a strong cash flow and sustainable market leadership positions, thus creating
increased shareholder value. With this in mind, we are now addressing the next stages of
our strategy process. In step  we are moving towards a high-growth portfolio, building a
platform for profitable growth. In this respect, we took measures in  to realign our
Consumer Electronics organization to make it more transparent and flexible and better
geared to the demands of the digital era. In step  we intend to transform Philips into an
‘industry shaper’. To this end we continue to invest in and exploit our strategic
capabilities to the full. In developing and marketing new technologies, we have in many
cases joined in partnership with others. Besides operating in high-growth markets, we
also have strong cash flow providers in Lighting, Domestic Appliances and Personal Care
and Medical Systems, which have leadership positions in more mature markets.
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Building a platform for profitable growth

In line with our commitment to move towards a high-growth portfolio, we have sold or
reduced our involvement in several more operations that do not fit in with our long-
term strategic direction.

• We merged Origin with Atos to create a leading European IT services provider with
ambitions in end-to-end business solutions and e-business services. The two companies
have complementary service skills and a mix of industry sector expertise. By exchanging
our % shareholding in Origin for a .% stake in the combined group, we will
benefit from their synergies and the future growth of the new company. 

• We have sold Discrete Ceramics and Ferrite Ceramics, part of our Components division,
to Yageo Corporation. This divestment reflects our determination to be the technology
partner of choice for leading global OEMs, providing integrated digital electronic
solutions rather than base components.

From divestment to investment

Having effected these changes to streamline the organization, we are now engaged in
building a platform for growth. Developments at our Components and Semiconductors
divisions illustrate where we are going.

Featuring a strong focus on fast-growing segments, the re-engineering actions
undertaken at Philips Components, including the display joint venture with LG
Electronics of South Korea, point the way towards a technology-driven Philips with
strong market positions. The division aims to become a leading supplier of value-added
sub-systems for fast-growing digital electronic applications in the fields of display and
storage. In the coming years it will therefore invest in core digital-age technologies and
develop further growth through alliances and acquisitions. In order to strengthen the
Company’s presence in the United States, the division has decided to relocate its
headquarters to Sunnyvale, California, the heartland of digital technology.

Philips Semiconductors offers another example of high-growth technology in action.
With a spend of over  . billion this year, it has almost doubled investment in ICs
over  levels, acquiring the MiCRUS Semiconductor -inch wafer fab in the USA to
help satisfy worldwide demand for our silicon systems solutions, and expanding our
partnership with STMicroelectronics.

Over the past two years we have invested more than   billion in our Medical
Systems business in order to enable the division to offer a broader range of healthcare
solutions and to enter into new high-growth segments such as home care technology for
remote diagnostics.

Toward the end of the year we purchased ADAC Laboratories, agreed to buy Agilent
Technologies’ Healthcare Solutions Group, and entered into a joint venture with SHL
Telemedicine. These investments came on top of our substantial mid-year acquisition 
of the MedQuist transcription services business.
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Investing in the technology of the future

Our research activities are geared to creating value through technology-based innovations.
Accordingly, we are constantly evaluating the economic potential of our research projects.
This leads to better project choices and more focus on issues that determine business
success. 
In , new research centers were established in Shanghai and Xi’an (People’s Republic of
China). These will focus on digital TV, optical storage and mobile telephony. Another new
research center, for software research, was set up in Bangalore, India.

Construction work has begun on the first phase of the Philips High Tech Campus in
Eindhoven, the Netherlands. When completed, the , m campus will provide
laboratories, offices and other facilities for some , researchers and support staff. 

IT and e-business

As society becomes more ‘web-enabled’, it is giving rise to a completely new competitive
environment, one in which we have high ambitions. Accordingly, all our businesses have
dedicated e-business plans covering the entire business chain, and the establishment of 
a common IT infrastructure to support e-business is at an advanced stage. Company-wide
initiatives have been rolled out to facilitate the required change in business culture; these
include an e-business awareness program for some , staff, which was completed 
in the final quarter of .

People and improvement

The ‘war for talent’ in many markets demands that companies respond creatively to the
challenge of recruiting and retaining outstanding young graduates. To this end, our human
resource processes have been substantially improved in recent years. We have defined a clear
framework for management development and identified talent pools. 

Step one in our journey towards HR excellence has to be the creation of networks for
sharing knowledge across our businesses. This is also an important element of our BEST
(Business Excellence through Speed and Teamwork) program, an initiative aimed at
achieving world-class excellence in every aspect of our business.

Brand

In  we were included in the Interbrand/Citibank annual list of the world’s  most
important and valuable brands. This is the first time we have been awarded a position in this
respected listing. Our debut – at number  – shows that Philips has made major strides in
terms of brand recognition. This conclusion is further underscored by our ranking among
the top ten best-branded European companies to watch in the coming years.
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Final thoughts

Philips is now fitter and leaner, and is moving into the twenty-first century with confidence.
And in Gerard Kleisterlee we have found the right man to take the Company forward.
Gerard has over  years of experience throughout Philips and has shown himself to be 
a determined and inspired leader. I am convinced that under his guidance, Philips will
continue its progress towards excellence, sustained market leadership and increased
shareholder value.

I would like to take this opportunity, in this my final Message, to thank all our 
shareholders and our other stakeholders for the trust they have shown in the Company
during my time as President. In particular, I want to express my gratitude to our many
employees throughout the world, at all levels of the organization, who have contributed 
so much to the successful turnaround in the Company’s fortunes over the last four years.  

Cor Boonstra, President



Key data
all amounts in millions of euros unless otherwise stated 1)
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1) The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in euros. Amounts
previously reported in Dutch guilders are now reported in euros using the
irrevocably fixed conversion rate which became effective on January 1, 1999 
(EUR 1 = NLG 2.20371). See the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
2) The 1998 results presented in line with the 2000 and 1999 presentation would
result in income from operations of EUR 1,195 million and income from
continuing operations of EUR 1,009 million. Net income would remain unchanged
(see also Operating and Financial Review and Prospects).

3) Not meaningful: net cash in 1998 exceeded the debt level.
4) After 4-for-1 stock split
5) In Philips’ definition, Ebita equals income from operations excluding amortization
charges for goodwill and other intangibles arising from acquisitions (see also
Operating and Financial Review and Prospects).

1998 1999 2000

Sales 30,459 31,459 37,862

Ebita 5) 943 1,966 4,623

Income from operations 685 2) 1,751 4,281
As a % of sales 2.2 5.6 11.3
As a % of net operating capital (RONA) 6.5 17.5 35.7

Income from continuing operations 541 2) 1,804 9,602
As a % of stockholders' equity (ROE) 5.1 12.6 53.5
Per common share 4) 0.38 1.31 7.31

Net income 6,053 1,799 9,602
Per common share 4) 4.20 1.31 7.31

Excluding one-time gains:
Income from operations 1,060 1,582 2,900
As a % of sales 3.5 5.0 7.7
As a % of net operating capital (RONA) 10.1 15.8 24.2

Income from continuing operations 916 1,557 2,564
As a % of stockholders' equity (ROE) 8.7 10.9 14.3
Per common share 4) 0.64 1.13 1.95

Dividend paid per common share (from prior-year profit distribution) 4) 0.23 0.25 0.30

Cash flows before financing activities 699 (1,921) 592

Stockholders' equity 14,560 14,757 21,736
Per common share 4) 10.09 11.08 16.93

Net debt : group equity ratio 3) 6:94 12:88
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Today, as consumer electronics, information technology

and communications converge, we find ourselves on

the threshold of a new web-enabled era, in which

digital electronics will permeate every aspect of

people’s lives.With projected customer benefit and

increased shareholder value at the heart of everything

we do, it is our objective to be a high-growth

technology company that achieves profitable growth

with a strong cash flow and sustainable market

leadership positions. Delivering key enabling

technologies and solutions, our Semiconductors and

Components divisions are active in high-potential

sectors at the cutting edge of the digital revolution.

Besides operating in high-growth markets, we also have

strong cash flow providers in Lighting, Domestic

Appliances and Personal Care and Medical Systems,

which have strong and sustainable positions in more

mature markets. In 2000 we took steps to realign our

Consumer Electronics organization to make it more

transparent and flexible and to give it a more coherent

product mix tailored to the demands of the Internet

era.The structure outlined opposite represents a solid

platform from which to pursue our objective of

sustained profitable growth.

Divisional structure 2001 
– a platform for profitable growth

Lighting
Lamps

Luminaires

Lighting Electronics & Gear 

Automotive & Special Lighting

Batteries

Consumer Electronics
Mainstream CE
consumer TV , portable audio, audio systems (including CD-
Recordable/Rewritable), (LCD) monitors, analog and digital VCR,
TV/VCR, DVD-Video and DVD+RW

Printed Circuit Board Assembly

Digital Networks
set-top boxes (including Internet TV), DTS (Digital Transmission
Systems), MP4 Net 

Consumer Communications
mobile phones, DECT phones, faxes, business communication systems

Specialty Products *

remote controls, accessories, speaker systems, Marantz, LCD
projectors, institutional TV, professional broadcast businesses,
broadband networks, PC cameras, observation and security systems
and speech processing

* In the course of the year 2001 a number of the activities 

listed under Specialty Products will be repositioned.

Domestic Appliances
and Personal Care
Male Shaving and Grooming 
shavers, beard trimmers, hair clippers

Body Beauty and Health
depilators, hair dryers,
skincare, dental care, thermometers

Home Environment Care
vacuum cleaners, steam irons

Food and Beverage
food processors, blenders, coffee makers, kettles, toasters

Components
Display Components

Optical Storage 

Mobile Display Systems

Large Display Systems

Emerging Electronic Solutions

Semiconductors
MultiMarket Products

Consumer Systems

Telecom Terminals

Emerging Businesses

Discrete Semiconductors

Medical Systems
X-ray Equipment
radiography, universal R/F, cardiovascular, surgery

Computed Tomography

Magnetic Resonance

Ultrasound

Nuclear Medicine

Imaging IT
image and information management systems

Healthcare Services
customer support, consultancy, training, financial
services and maintenance management

Transcription Services
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Lighting  
– the



human touch
Philips Lighting believes that towns and cities should be warm, inviting places that are

enjoyable to live in and visit.We have developed a range of products dedicated to city

beautification that express a modern vision of urban lighting, in which state-of-the-art

technology is combined with a clear and elegant design.These products underscore our

determination to tailor lighting solutions to the needs and wishes of the people, who are

the heart of the city.
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Philips Lighting is No.1 in the global lighting market.This position is

supported by our leadership in innovation combined with a

systematic approach to seeking out new market opportunities. Major

drivers for growth and value creation are innovative products based

on technology breakthroughs, the grasping of opportunities in

emerging regions, and continued efficiency improvements in our five

lines of business: Lamps, Luminaires, Lighting Electronics & Gear,

Automotive & Special Lighting and Batteries. Our strategic ambition

is to set the pace in the lighting industry as the first-choice

innovative partner for the supply of creative and cost-effective

lighting solutions.

Within the Lamps business the main growth areas are T5 fluorescent,

high-intensity discharge and halogen. In the US, consumer demand for

longer-lasting light bulbs has, for the first time, been met with a five-

year, or 6,000-hour, guarantee on the Marathon compact fluorescent

lamp range.

In Luminaires a complete rejuvenation of the product portfolio is

under way, exploiting the opportunities offered by electronics and

optical materials. Our lighting controls business continues to grow

strongly, boosted by the acquisition of ECS, the UK market leader.

In Lighting Electronics & Gear we see an accelerating shift towards

electronics, driving growth in areas like LCD projection. In the year

2000 we acquired a stake in Metrolight, an Israeli company with a

leading position in HID ballasts.

Philips continues to answer consumer
demand for a longer-lasting bulb with the
introduction of the Marathon line of
compact fluorescent lamps. Marathon
lamps consume 75% less energy than an
incandescent lamp, saving the average
consumer at least USD 26 in energy costs
over the bulb’s lifetime.

Leadership in
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We are focusing more on Special Lighting (which includes

applications such as digital data projection, stage and theater, infrared

for industrial use, and ultraviolet for solaria and air/water

disinfection) to exploit the opportunities it offers for growth. Due to

their similar business characteristics (OEM channel and technology

synergies) we have combined this activity with the Automotive

business, which itself is experiencing fast growth driven by

innovations in the xenon system, with which we hold the world No.1

position.

At LumiLeds Lighting, our recently extended joint venture with

Agilent Technologies in the field of light-emitting diodes, sales are

beginning to extend from automotive and traffic signal applications

into signage and contour lighting. As part of its re-branding project,

BP has awarded LumiLeds a global contract to supply edge-lighting

systems for over 20,000 of its service stations.

As every successful retailer knows,
it is vital to capture and enrapture
the shopper by creating the right
mood in the store. A customer who
feels good while shopping will stay
longer and will enjoy coming back
time and time again. Lighting can
help to create the sort of mood
and image that a store wishes to
project – innovative and trendy,
expensive, young and exciting ...

innovation

Besides our ongoing investments in our portfolio and product

innovation, Philips Lighting focuses on innovative ways of doing

business. In the field of e-business, we initially concentrated on

commercial sell-side activities. In particular: information

delivery/exchange (public websites, CD-ROM catalogues and

interactive training material); online communities (interaction with

end-users and influencers); and extranet order management with

trading partners. Now we are increasingly pursuing buy-side activities

(through exchanges and e-marketplaces) along with internal 

e-business applications designed to improve organizational

effectiveness and drive out cost.

To further improve the management of our key processes, we have

been building on the significant progress made over the past two

years in BEST (Business Excellence through Speed and Teamwork),

our business improvement strategy. In our drive for breakthrough

improvement, especially cycle time reduction, we are mobilizing

trained process improvement experts who apply, and facilitate others

in the use of, leading-edge improvement tools and methodologies.



The digital age holds out the promise of a rich and dynamic future of endless opportunities.

Digitalization of television, for instance, is opening the way not only to more channels, but

also to a range of services such as language options and on-screen player statistics during

sports broadcasts.The choice is ours.The thrill of our future experience will lie in the

quality of the new possibilities, as well-loved media and formats take on an enhanced,

more expressive dimension.

A new dimension
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As the world No. 3 company in the field of consumer electronics, Philips

enjoys a leading market position in product categories such as television,

VCR, audio, DVD and PC monitors.The consumer is at the heart of the

approach taken by Consumer Electronics’ Mainstream businesses.The

choices we make are the result of listening to consumers, identifying

their needs and aspirations, and pre-empting trends, in order to apply

the best available technology to meet them. Increasingly, software

capabilities and design are the predominant ingredients.

In a changing consumer electronics marketplace, the Internet is central

to the Mainstream organization and plays a key role in the company’s

growth plans. Product development, marketing and supply-chain

strategies are increasingly Internet-related. Furthermore, we leverage

our core competencies in display technologies, sound quality, storage

solutions and interconnectivity for further benefit, at the same time

embracing ‘lifestyle design’.

Seizing the opportunities offered by the Internet is also an integral

part of our product strategy. We have introduced a range of web-

enabled products, including an MP3 player and a family of audio

products capable of playing back high-capacity CDs containing MP3

files. Our PC peripherals group has also created a range of award-

winning web-enabled PC video cameras.

Consumer  E lec t ron i c s

Digital and 
In today’s world the space to think and to
work is beyond price. Because of its
extremely small footprint, the 150X Design
Flat Panel Monitor gives you that freedom.
The wafer-thin screen of this high-
performance monitor is both tilt and height-
adjustable, making it versatile enough to suit
just about every user.

With its appealing, compact, bird-shaped
housing, the ToUcam range brings the ease
and convenience of video communication
to the desktop.
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As devices become increasingly web-connected, we envision a future 

of ‘always on’ Internet accessibility, much like any other domestic utility.

We are opening up the Internet to a broader public via the TV and

MP3 audio concept, with more products to come offering consumers

more convenient Internet access.

We remain at the forefront of trends in the TV viewing experience.

We continue to maintain a world-renowned reputation for

excellence in TV, a fact emphasized by our flagship 32'' widescreen TV

being named European TV of the Year 2000-2001 by the European

Imaging and Sound Association.

As our televisions set the benchmark for TV viewing, our PC

monitors share Philips’ display-centric strengths. For both

professional and leisure use, Philips monitors deliver sharp, bright

images, and with the growth of PC-delivered imaging and video, new

technologies provide the sharpest reproduction of still and moving

images available today on a PC monitor.

 dynamic

Philips’ 32" Real Flat 100Hz widescreen TV
has been named European TV of the Year
2000-2001 by the European Imaging and
Sound Association.The EISA judging panel,
which represents 40 leading audio and
video magazines in 19 countries across
Europe, praised the way the set combines
advanced video and audio technology to
create “an astonishingly realistic home
cinema experience”.
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We maintain our role as one of the ‘founding fathers’ of CD

technology by applying the latest audio innovations to offer

consumers top sound whenever and wherever they want to hear it.

Building on our strengths in cross-compatible optical storage

technologies such as CD and DVD, we are developing the next-

generation audio disc – Super Audio CD. For all these technologies

we have an extensive licensing program that allows us, together with

our partners, to set standards, create new markets and generate

substantial revenue.

We are a dynamic player in one of the world’s fastest-moving

business environments.The digital revolution means Philips

Consumer Electronics is rapidly becoming a company creating new

experiences which maximize all that new digital delivery platforms

such as DVD and the Internet have to offer the consumer.

Printed Circuit Board Assembly is a separate business cluster within

Consumer Electronics.As a contract manufacturer, it focuses on

manufacturing, assembling and supplying printed circuit boards and

related added-value services to Philips businesses, enabling them to

concentrate on their own core competencies.This business allows

Philips to gain economies of scale and to leverage its position in the

supply chain.



Consumer Electronics’ Digital Networks business is the world’s No.3

player in digital broadcasting systems and set-top boxes for digital

television, Internet TV and personal TV. These TV-top products are

rapidly evolving into multimedia home gateways, and Digital

Networks is in the vanguard of technology advances that will

transform the set-top boxes of today into the intelligent multimedia

entertainment products of tomorrow.

Digital Networks also focuses on enabling technologies in the areas

of secure networked entertainment, developing and producing

software and systems that enable digital broadcasting and Internet

distribution of audio, visual and other digital content.

Our strategic intent is to be a significant worldwide supplier of 

set-top boxes and reception solutions.We also intend to lead the

convergence of broadcast and Internet, positioning Philips

prominently in the enabling technologies that will facilitate new 

forms of home entertainment, information and communication.

In 2000, Digital Networks strengthened its global position in set-top

boxes, in the process concluding major deals with, among others,

Canal+ (Europe-wide), DirecTV (USA), AOL TV (USA), News Corp

(Latin America), Premiere World (Germany), UPC (Netherlands) 

and DigiTurk (Turkey).

Consumer  E lec t ron i c s
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Portal to the future

As our latest models clearly illustrate,
Philips continues to set the pace in
television design. And used in conjunction
with our outstanding set-top boxes, our
TVs are now also opening up the
Internet to a wider audience thanks to
the unprecedented ease of access they
offer.18



The year 2000 also saw the release of first products in areas like

MPEG4-based Internet video, secure Internet streaming and video

watermarking. Furthermore, an agreement was signed with AT&T 

to supply, as from 2001, Philips TriMedia-based high-end cable boxes

supporting MPEG4 video streaming, HAVi home networking and

hard-disk-based personal TV.

In the course of the year, UPC, the leading European cable operator,

launched its digital services: these are distributed via a complex head-

end infrastructure, for which Digital Networks supplied most of the

multiplexing and encoding systems.The deal also includes the supply

of the CryptoWorks conditional access system and the set-top boxes.

Digital Networks has also developed set-top box software for the

MHP (Multimedia Home Platform) enhanced broadcast standard. In

September 2000 an agreement was signed with Liberate, a leading

supplier of set-top box software, to incorporate the Philips MHP

software in the Liberate offering.

R&D investments made during 2000 to sustain and extend Philips’

leadership in pay television, Internet video and set-top box software

will come to fruition in 2001, along with investments in growing

market share in the US cable and satellite markets. All of these

investments represent a strong commitment to achieving profitability

in these highly promising markets.

To youngsters like these, Philips’
cutting-edge technological capability
means only one thing: hours and
hours of fun! 
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Consumer  E lec t ron i c s Philips Consumer Communications (PCC) groups together the

wireless, home telephone, fax and business communication activities,

offering a comprehensive product portfolio including cellular phones,

digital cordless phones, fax machines as well as enterprise telephone

systems.

PCC aims to play a leading role in the explosive market growth of

wireless communications.This will be achieved by building on its

technology base in wireless and related areas within the Philips

Group, and by building on Philips’ expertise in the convergence of

communications and consumer electronics. PCC’s ambitions are to

expand its worldwide GSM market position, while actively preparing

for the next generation of digital mobile phones based on UMTS,

which will provide consumers voice, data and multimedia services.

In the home telephone market, PCC focuses on the digital cordless

standard DECT and aims to consolidate its European No. 2 position.

Sales of DECT will continue to grow rapidly. In 2000 PCC expanded

its product portfolio and introduced the award-winning Zenia, the

first DECT phone with voice recognition.

Talking sense

PCC has launched a strategic design project on
the future of communications, connected pl@net.
This has led to models of ‘intelligent’ products
and services, incorporated into realistic lifestyle
scenarios that illustrate how we could be
communicating in the future.
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The fax market remains strong in Europe, and PCC intends to

maintain its No. 1 position. PCC is continuously innovating and

bringing new technologies to the market, such as access to the

Internet, resulting in a complete range of Internet Fax Appliances.

PCC’s growth ambitions and its entry into the Mobile Internet age

require an active partnering model. Since 1999, PCC has embarked

on numerous partnerships with innovative players such as Phone.com

for WAP browser technology, AU systems for Bluetooth software

technology, and M@gic4 for enhanced messaging systems. Other

partnerships are envisaged to strengthen PCC’s position in the

wireless domain and in the entertainment-related area.

During 2000, Philips introduced six new wireless products, which

received favorable reviews in the media, in particular for the flagship

Xenium.Two design awards were granted for its attractive design and

innovative user interface. In China, the world’s largest GSM market,

the Xenium family posted strong sales. In the course of 2001 Philips

plans to launch new Internet-enabled phones, based on GPRS, which

offer easy Internet access and advanced telephony services.

PCC has enhanced its leading position in voice-recognition

technologies by introducing voice commands.Also important is its

unique award-winning carousel user interface for easy navigation

through the menu structure.

To keep pace with the rapid growth and the increase of innovative

technology solutions in the wireless industry, PCC has opened up

new R&D centers in Singapore and France.

Philips’ WAP-enabled az@lis
mobile phone incorporates the
unique award-winning carousel
concept, which makes it easy to
navigate through the menu
structure thanks to the self-
explanatory smart icons and
graphical symbols for language-
independent use.
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Within the Consumer Electronics organization, the Specialty

Products cluster was created to enable its businesses to operate

more flexibly within their respective markets. Activities range from

the Marantz high-end audio sub-brand and LCD projectors to

institutional TV systems and remote control solutions. Specialty

Products is organized as a small holding structure in which

management focus is mainly on active portfolio management.

Two of its businesses, Philips Speech Processing and Broadband

Networks, are outlined below.

Speech Processing

Speech processing is rapidly taking its place as an invaluable enabler

in several application areas, fuelling growth and productivity. Philips

started early to build a world-class portfolio of relevant technologies,

intellectual property, know-how and application expertise.

In the consumer field, speech processing provides a much more user-

friendly interface where consumers will benefit from increased

convenience, enhanced interaction experience and significantly

increased safety and security in hands-busy/eyes-busy (mobile)

situations.

In professional applications, companies will be able to realize cost

savings and productivity gains through automation of labor-intensive

back-office typing and transcription services or customer services,

such as those performed by call centers.

The recent acquisition of MedQuist – in the context of Philips

Medical Systems’ expansion drive in healthcare services – will further

leverage our speech technology capability, enabling significant

productivity improvements in the conversion of dictated medical

records into written text.

Just as document creation and document management drive speech

technology in the professional market, the recent uptake of voice-

controlled mobile phones can be seen as the first wave of real

demand for speech technologies in the consumer market.

Consumer  E lec t ron i c s

With SpeechMike Pro, headset and old-style mikes are
a thing of the past.There’s no more bending over the
keyboard or needing a flat surface to work on.
SpeechMike Pro combines a professional dictation
microphone, loudspeaker and trackball mouse in a
single housing and has been designed specifically for
the latest multimedia applications for PCs such as
speech recognition. Representing a revolutionary
improvement to the user-friendliness of speech
processing and Windows® applications, SpeechMike
gives power to the human voice.
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Broadband Networks

Philips Broadband Networks provides the most critical ingredient for

today’s Internet revolution: bandwidth. Broadband Networks designs

and manufactures broadband products that employ fiber-optic and

radio-frequency (RF) transmission technologies to deliver video, voice

and data services over hybrid fiber-optic coaxial (HFC) networks.

Our customers, the broadband service providers, are today delivering

new services such as video-on-demand and high-speed Internet and,

in the future, will be providing advanced interactive services such as

video phone and interactive gaming. Our advanced fiber-optic and RF

technologies permit network operators to accelerate the adoption of

these services by building communication networks with massive 

2-way capacity and scorching speed.

We at Philips are positioned to provide leading-edge technologies

that drive advanced broadband systems to new heights. Our systems

allow broadband service providers to deliver a higher quality of

service at a lower cost of bandwidth per subscriber. As consumer

demand grows for new services, the need also grows for a more

technologically advanced architecture that provides increased

transmission speed, network efficiency and more bandwidth.

Besides the increased service demand, customers also seek web-

enabled appliances such as TiVo, video phones and AOL TV consoles.

Philips is defining and developing in-home access products that

integrate seamlessly with the network architectures and allow

consumers to readily adopt new services.

Pronto is a learning universal remote control that
offers users maximum convenience and flexibility in
managing their audio/video systems. Bringing together
home entertainment control, command customization
and a dynamic, intuitive interface, Pronto can replace all
other remotes – resulting in less clutter in the living
room and less confusion for the user. The touchscreen
allows users to customize the buttons on their remote,
for instance by importing graphics.
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Savoring the future
More free than ever before, people are now living a less linear lifestyle that offers a

multitude of options at every stop along the way. As our products are very much human-

focused, we at Philips Domestic Appliances and Personal Care look at possible future

scenarios against the background of socio-cultural trends and emerging needs and desires.

In today’s rapidly changing world, such an analysis helps us to develop products that are

meaningful and pleasant to use.
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Focus on

Philips Domestic Appliances and Personal Care develops,

manufactures and markets a wide range of products in the fields of

male shaving, body beauty and health, dental care, home environment

care, and food and beverage preparation.The division has a strong

global presence in many product categories and is the world market

leader in electric shaving and female depilation and No. 2 in dental

care and ironing.

Our strategic intent is focused on being an industry shaper in global,

consolidated markets and on being a player with No. 1 and 2 positions

in selected regional markets.To this end, we have focused our

businesses by implementing a fully integrated marketing strategy 

(both on and off line), coherent product portfolios and a broader

distribution. In our business, brand leadership and an innovative offering

of high-convenience lifestyle products based on clear consumer

segmentation are essential. In this context, consumables are becoming

more important as an integrated part of our business propositions.

Our financial performance improved further in 2000, with all-time

highs for income from operations and return on net assets.We

strengthened our market position for male shaving in North America

and Asia. Our female depilation business was boosted by the

Domest i c  App l i ances  and
Persona l  Care

The Satin•Ice epilator uses the soothing
powers of ice to minimize any feelings
of discomfort. Prior to epilation the
detachable skin cooler numbs and cools
the skin to reduce pain.

The new Philishave Quadra Action is
the latest example of Philips’ innovative
capability and sustained leadership on
the world dry-shaving market.
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innovation
successful introduction of Satin•Ice. In dental care we have acquired

Optiva Corporation in the USA, which has made us a clear No. 2 in

this business.Together with the US retail chain Target we launched the

Essence food and beverage range in the USA under the Philips brand.

In China we have market leadership in seven product categories,

including male shaving, female depilation, blenders and irons.

We received renewed recognition of our design excellence with the

IDEA2000 Award for the Culinary Art range.

Our industrial structure is characterized by a limited number of

centers of competence and flexible satellite factories. In 2000 we

acquired the majority in our Chun Fei joint venture to support our

growth plans in Asia and closed our Mexico satellite factory in favor

of increased subcontracting.

Looking ahead, our Business Excellence through Speed and Teamwork

(BEST) program is strongly focused on driving down the cycle time

of the innovation process and the supply-chain process. First

improvements are already visible, as witnessed by the prestigious

SQA Award we received for our competence center in Singapore.

These developments, along with the strategic business initiatives

outlined above, will help us achieve our ambition of creating value by

offering consumers superior solutions that fulfil their needs in terms

of personal well-being and home management.
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Unlocking



potential,
nurturing growth

We are living in a world that has truly gone ‘global’.Thanks to information and

communication technology we can reach the other side of the world in a matter of

seconds. Immersed in the new e-order, people and organizations are striving for flexibility

and customization in order to take full advantage of the new possibilities and

opportunities on offer. It is in this environment of all-pervading connectivity that Philips

Components develops enabling solutions that allow us to tap the unlimited potential of

the digital era.



Headquartered in Sunnyvale, California, the global heart of digital

technology, Philips Components aims to be an industry shaper in

displays, optical storage, connectivity, and imaging and sensing. Philips

Components is one of the true global powerhouses, creating systems

solutions for Philips Consumer Electronics and other top OEMs.The

division focuses on high-growth markets (digital consumer electronics,

mobile telecom, automotive infotainment and PC-related), all of which

are growing in double digits.

Having undergone a transformation through its ‘focus on value’

strategy, the division has streamlined its portfolio and built its strategy

around four key areas: displays, storage, connectivity, and imaging and

sensing.The business develops innovative modules that combine key

elements of these areas, providing integrated solutions and driving

technological convergence. In cooperation with Philips

Semiconductors, ‘smart modules’ are being developed, which merge

technological architecture and software, adding value to the end

product.

Solutions for the

Components

Philips Components’ advanced display
solutions are found in a wide range of
products, big and small.
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Philips’ large flat-panel LCD monitors
offer an incredible viewing area and
outstanding picture clarity while
maximizing desk space with an ultra-
small footprint.



An integrated market approach has been established, and the

migration to low-cost manufacturing centers has been accelerated.

Based upon the current market outlook, excluding the CRT business

to be merged with LG Electronics of South Korea in a 50/50 joint

venture, the division aims to achieve over time a +25% growth rate

through both organic growth and alliances and acquisitions. It is a key

enabler of Philips’ high-growth technology strategy and will continue

to deliver significant shareholder value.

Substantial investments in digital-age technologies have been made,

e.g. in a flat display joint venture with LG Electronics of Korea

(LG.Philips LCD) in 1999, helping to fuel dynamic growth.The

division is a world leader in display technology, and No.1 in large

LCD displays (through LG.Philips LCD), color picture tubes for TVs

and monitors, and mobile displays.

In 2000 we have been active in innovating in flat displays, delivering

larger screen sizes with a higher performance but lower power

consumption, and continuing to increase the value of displays by 

adding features like touch, pen sensing and fingerprint recognition 

to improve human interfacing.

In November we signed a Letter of Intent to combine forces with 

LG Electronics of South Korea in a new company for cathode ray

tubes (CRTs) that will ensure leadership in the display technology

digital age

Our large flat panel displays represent
the state-of-the-art and have proved to
be winners, also gaining widespread
acceptance from other leading
manufacturers.
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market.The aim of this move is to ensure the lowest possible cost

base in the maturing CRT market and to achieve significant synergies.

Recent innovation in CRTs has led to flatter, slimmer and higher-

resolution products, including our revolutionary Cybertube, which

gives a picture so sharp that it is almost three-dimensional.

In optical storage Philips Components is a leading innovator in CD

and DVD formats for the information technology and consumer

electronics markets. We will be introducing new products at an

increasing pace in 2001, including a 16+ speed CD-RW drive and a

DVD+RW video, the latter together with Philips Consumer

Electronics.These introductions are expected to increase drive

shipments by approximately 40% in 2001.

In addition, Philips Components is building a position in connectivity

modules (wired and wireless), supported by our current global No. 3

position in RF tuners. In our digital, Internet-driven, 24/7 world,

consumers demand the functionality of different applications – inter-

actively, anywhere, anytime.We are developing the products that

deliver this. Networked products for home and away are being made

possible by enabling technologies, such as Bluetooth. Philips’ first

Bluetooth wireless connectivity module has been an early success.

Capital expenditures were doubled in 2000 in order to capture

market opportunities in Large/Jumbo CRTs, R/RW in optical storage,

and mobile displays, where we established Philips Mobile Display

Systems Kobe, K.K., in Japan following our acquisition of the

remaining 20% shareholding in the former Hosiden and Philips

Display Corp. (HAPD).

We aim to further develop our position as a leader in high-growth,

high value-added digital electronic solutions, providing customer-

driven integrated solutions for the digital consumer electronics,

mobile telecom, PC-related, and automotive infotainment segments,

leveraging our strengths in display, storage, connectivity and power

management.We intend to achieve this through a broader offering 

of technologies and products, further acquisitions and joint ventures,

and by continually re-inventing our business model, taking advantage

of the rapidly developing technological landscape of the Digital

Revolution.The relocation of the divisional headquarters from

Eindhoven to Sunnyvale is a reflection of Philips Components’

commitment to being at the heart of new digital technologies, and

close to many of its key customers.



On the move 
– convenient



connectivity
Taking a leap into tomorrow’s world, Philips Semiconductors foresees the 3G terminal

being an indispensable part of everyday life.These multimedia devices will use third-

generation (3G) mobile phone technology to communicate, inform, entertain, organize and

navigate, revolutionizing all aspects of everyday life.Wherever we’re going, Philips

Semiconductors’ smart solutions will ensure there are no technology barriers on the way.
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Shaping
In the Automotive sector, Philips is the No. 1 supplier of

semiconductors for in-car entertainment systems and is leading the

way in developing the new generation of digital in-car entertainment

and information systems as well as in-vehicle networking systems.

Philips Semiconductors is a founding member of the FlexRay

consortium with DaimlerChrysler, BMW and Motorola, which will

revolutionize car electronics of the near future.

In the PC computing segment there was continued strong demand

for solutions for working across platforms: connecting peripherals

(printers, cameras, scanners, etc.) to PC systems; audio, video and

connectivity solutions for multimedia; and driver and control

solutions for displays. In 2000, Philips Semiconductors also launched

into the networking market with a number of key technologies.

Research into new technology provides the lifeblood of the future

that creates the competitive edge in fast-moving, complex markets.

The challenge for semiconductor suppliers is to help customers bring

increasingly complex products to market faster – and to enable them

to make quick changes at a late stage. In 2000, the first Nexperia

platforms were delivered, a revolutionary new concept in the design

and delivery of complex systems that help customers bring products

to market much faster.The first platform, for digital video applications

in set-top boxes, gained support from many industry players, including

AT&T, UPC,Acer, Microsoft, Samsung and Philips’ Consumer

Electronics division.

Combined with the Nexperia platform, the division will continue to

invest in key technologies and capabilities that will drive the digital

revolution forward.These include identification and security, power

management, connectivity, wired and wireless communications (such

as Bluetooth) and user interface design.

Semiconductor s
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Philips Semiconductors is one of the powerhouses of the

semiconductor industry. Ranked among the top vendors, the division

is a leader in complex systems for consumer electronics,

telecommunications, automotive and computer peripherals and

networking.Additionally, it is a volume manufacturer of

semiconductors for multi-market products.

In 2000, the division continued the evolution of its strategy towards

accelerated growth based on four cornerstones: a balanced market

portfolio, technology leadership, manufacturing investment and a

global perspective. Philips Semiconductors achieved revenue growth in

2000 of 49% and is on track to reach its target run rate of EUR 10

billion during 2002 through organic growth, assuming the economy

performs as expected. It is also anticipated that opportunities will arise

to expand the business further through acquisitions and joint ventures.

In order to prevent over-reliance on one type of customer, Philips

Semiconductors spreads its exposure across different industries at

different stages of their lifecycle. It also looks for new applications

and industries that can leverage from the technology base to enable

investment in the rising stars of the future.

2000 proved to be a very successful year, with revenues totaling 

EUR 6.8 billion.The Telecommunications sector provided substantial

growth rates – the market for mobile phones grew in excess of 40%

and there are Philips chips in 80% of all mobile phones. Future

opportunities lie ahead in the race to the third generation of mobile

phones that network operators are looking to introduce in the next

few years.

The consumer segment, in which Philips has a strong presence 

with products such as chipsets for TVs and set-top boxes, offers

opportunities for a new generation of digital applications, for

connectivity with many devices in the home, and for new, simple 

user interfaces. Philips’ Nexperia DVP platform offers the ability 

to capitalize on this revolution in the home.



tomorrow’s world

The division has 17 manufacturing facilities throughout the world,

producing more than 80 million semiconductor chips per day.

Investment during 2000 came to EUR 1.6 billion, which boosted

manufacturing capacity by 40% during the year. Investments included

the purchase of IBM’s operational MiCRUS wafer fab in New York

State and the ramp-up of a state-of-the-art joint venture facility in

Singapore.

In its quest to help shape the way we work, live and travel now and

in the future, Philips Semiconductors will continue to define and

develop new market segments that offer the opportunity for

exceptional growth rates.

With wireless connectivity seamlessly
woven into their clothing, people will
in the future communicate in entirely
new ways. Philips Semiconductors is
constantly exploring the boundaries of
technological innovation in pursuit of
the pioneering solutions that will open
up truly compelling applications for its
devices and systems.
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Feeling good
With people living longer nowadays, one of the key challenges facing healthcare providers is the

timely diagnosis and effective treatment of cardiovascular disease.Today, some 50% of all cardiac

x-ray examinations are performed on Philips equipment. Expanding into other areas of

cardiovascular diagnosis and treatment, the Philips HeartCare program provides access to an

integrated portfolio of best-in-class cardiovascular imaging modalities, imaging and departmental

IT solutions, training and financial programs. All of which leads to better patient care – and

improved quality of life.
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As the world market leader in x-ray, we now offer the digital

Diagnost, a truly digital radiography system that delivers high-quality,

low-dose digital images faster and at lower cost.To meet the growing

demand for interventional x-ray procedures we have launched the

Integris Allura with its breathtaking 3D capabilities.

The order intake for the CT and MR systems introduced in 1999

reached new highs in 2000; in the case of the MR Intera line the

increase was even greater than 75%.

In ultrasound, the ATL HDI family of systems have shown a very

strong performance. Our subsidiary ATL has brought SonoCT real-

time compound imaging to all major applications of ultrasound and

united it with other advanced capabilities such as 3D, bringing the

benefits of numerous powerful technologies together.

Our imaging IT orders increased by 60% in 2000.We have expanded

our IT offerings by acquiring the Cardiologica software suite, an

advanced information system that makes all patient data available

from every point of care.This system is part of HeartCare, our

dynamic portfolio of cardiovascular imaging modalities, connectivity

solutions and support services that maximize patient care and

workflow efficiency.

Medica l  Sy s tems
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Philips Medical Systems is one of the world’s leading suppliers of

diagnostic imaging equipment with clear No. 1 or 2 positions in many

of the world’s main markets: our product portfolio includes x-ray,

magnetic resonance, ultrasound, computed tomography, nuclear

medicine, positron emission tomography, radiation therapy, imaging IT

systems and related services.

In North America we are growing rapidly and will continue to

expand. In Japan we are continuously strengthening our position in

our main modalities. In European markets we are focusing on strong

growth in imaging IT, workflow-optimized solutions and added-value

services. In Eastern Europe we are helping to develop a modern

healthcare infrastructure, delivering turnkey solutions for hospitals.

We have developed a similar approach for large parts of Africa and

Asia, and a variety of actions are under way in Latin America and the

Middle East.

In addition to organic growth, we are constantly looking for

opportunities to strengthen our product and technology portfolio 

as well as our geographical presence through acquisitions and

alliances.We have acquired ADAC Laboratories, a world leader 

in nuclear medicine, positron emission tomography – one of the 

fastest-growing market segments – and radiation therapy planning,

thus completing our range of modalities. Furthermore, subject to 

the customary regulatory approvals, we reached agreement to buy

the Healthcare Solutions Group (HSG) of Agilent Technologies Inc.,

whose products are not only complementary to our portfolio in

cardiology but will also enable us to enter exciting new markets. In

the past year we invested in SHL Telemedicine, the leading company

in cardiac home service, with whom we will start a joint venture in

Europe in 2001. As a result of these moves, we will proliferate

medical technology across society, from hospitals and clinical centers

to people at work, at home and on the move.

A strategy for health

These acquisitions give Medical Systems a broader platform for

growth, outpacing the market, and a wider range of integrated

solutions for our customers that will help them to provide the 

best possible patient care.

Committed to leading the way in developing technologies, we are

increasing our current high speed of innovation. At Philips Research,

a broad medical research program is focusing on breakthroughs in

image acquisition speed and fast 3D-reconstruction technologies,

imaging for gene therapies and personal healthcare.



We have introduced a range of new customer support products

aimed at better cost control for healthcare providers. For instance,

we now offer transcription services that reduce overall reporting

costs through our investment in MedQuist. It is the intention to

transform MedQuist into a multinational, technology-based medical

document services provider over broadband networks by aggressively

rolling out Philips’ speech and other technologies.

Our e-business strategy aims to enhance our customer intimacy

program and improve business productivity. A division-wide, web-

based Customer Relation Management tool is being rolled out, and

extranets for suppliers and distributors are being set up.We aim to

shift 20-30% of the pre-sales activities to the web within the next

two years.

Philips’ MR Intera diagnostic imaging system was
awarded the Design Distinction in Equipment award
by one of the US’s leading design publications, I.D.
Magazine, in its 46th Annual Design Review
competition.The magnetic resonance system was
judged, and won, on its ability to combine user
accessibility with a welcoming patient environment.
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Questioning minds
In our quest to develop products and services that will improve the quality of life, our aim

is always to challenge current assumptions and perspectives and to stretch the boundaries

towards more innovative and relevant solutions. Our researchers, like Dr Yassine Faihe and

Dr Claudine Conrado shown here, are constantly striving to unlock the emotional appeal

of technology by optimizing the user interface in order to provide consumers with easy-

to-use, meaningful functionality.
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Partners in innovation

A sustained strong performance in the field of R&D is of the utmost

importance to strengthen Philips’ competitiveness in its various

markets and to open up new markets. Philips Research’s mission is to

generate value for the Company through technology-based

innovations. By focusing not only on technical aspects, but also on the

business development side of the innovation process, we are

constantly improving our portfolio of Research projects.

The launch of new Research activities in China, India and Belgium 

has further established Philips Research as one of the world’s major

global industrial research laboratories.With facilities in three

continents and over 3,000 staff, Philips Research is at the forefront 

in developing new technologies for innovative products and is thus

‘shaping the future’.

Research innovations incorporated in consumer products include

various applications of optical storage technology, for example CD-RW.

Philips continues to play a major role in the further development of

standards and technology for CD applications. Research contributions

to the Components and Semiconductors businesses include the

transfer of Polymer LED technology to Components, which has in the

meantime resulted in the first product introductions. Semiconductors

has achieved a large market share in RF power modules based on

bipolar transistor technology developed by Research.

Dr Dago de Leeuw and his colleagues from Philips
Research have succeeded in making a 64-by-64-pixel
display in which each pixel is turned on and off by a
switch based on plastic electronics.This is a major
step towards the realization of flexible displays made
in plastic. Reloadable flexible displays may even
replace the daily newspaper one day.

Misce l l aneous
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Other recent market successes based on Research innovations

include Philips’ low-mercury Alto lamp technology and, in the medical

field, software enabling real-time interventional and cardiac magnetic

resonance imaging.

Philips’ policy in the field of intellectual property rights is to add

value by protecting and leveraging the innovations resulting from its

substantial R&D investments.Today, the Company has a patent

portfolio of about 65,000 patent rights, and we are stepping up our

efforts to enlarge and strengthen this portfolio. In 2000, Philips filed

almost 2,100 new patent applications, up 35% on the previous year.

Currently about 1 new patent application is filed for every million

euros spent on R&D, which shows the high level of innovation within

the Philips R&D organization.Through these new patent filings, Philips

has secured solid positions in fields such as set-top boxes, digital

video, in-home networking, internet applications and other product

areas. In 2000, Philips’ licensing activity generated substantially higher

royalty income compared with the previous year, mainly due to

higher royalty income from our optical recording, digital video and

semiconductor patent portfolios.

Philips’ Centre for Industrial Technology (CFT) supports the Group’s

businesses in their business and product creation processes and with

the design and realization of advanced process technologies and

innovative production equipment. On the basis of its specific expertise,

CFT contributes, as a strategic partner, to the profitability of the

businesses by creating a competitive edge in speed and quality of

innovation and in world-class manufacturing.

In 2000, Philips Machinefabrieken changed its name to Philips Enabling

Technologies Group, a more accurate expression of the unit’s

competencies and the competitive environment in which it operates,

i.e. at the interface of high technology and precision manufacturing.

The unit’s strategic focus is to continuously enhance its technical
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capabilities in order to provide full-fledged co-creation support to

high-tech customers wishing to focus on their core competencies

and thus wishing to subcontract their manufacturing activities.

Philips Enabling Technologies Group seeks to build strategic alliances

with clients in carefully selected market segments that offer high

growth potential, e.g. front- and back-end semiconductor equipment,

aerospace engine and airframe parts, and plastic parts for the

electronics and automotive industries.

Assembléon (formerly Electronic Manufacturing Technology) is 

a leading manufacturer of SMT ‘production-on-demand’ assembly

equipment and support software. As of January 1, 2001,Assembléon

has been made an independent unit within the Philips Group with 

a view to a possible stock market flotation in the course of 2001.

Philips Design is one of the largest design studios in the world and

works according to its proprietary High Design process, a human-

focused, multi-disciplinary, research-based approach whose purpose 

is to provide clients with competitive and sustainable solutions, also

in the field of e-design.The quality of Philips Design’s work is

internationally recognized, as witnessed by the dozens of design

awards that it wins every year for its product and interface design

solutions. Philips Design’s visionary projects, explorations of future

lifestyles aimed at supporting the creation of preferable solutions for

consumers, have also received international recognition (e.g. the Gold

Industrial Excellence Award of the Industrial Designers Society of

America for the Culinary Art project in 2000).

Patents have a significant commercial value. One of
the ways Philips realizes this value is by granting other
companies licenses to use our patents in return for
payment of royalties. By exploiting every licensing
opportunity, Philips is generating a considerable
amount of annual royalty income. Recent innovations
in optical storage, as found in the Super Audio CD,
DVD and DVD-RW players shown here, for example,
represent a potential source of substantial revenues
over the coming years.
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µ The year 2000

• Income from continuing operations:  ,

million ( . per common share) – excluding
one-time gains,  , million ( . per
common share)

• Sales growth: %
• Income from operations:  , million, 

.% of sales – excluding one-time gains,
 , million, .% of sales

• Ebita:  , million, .% of sales
• Strong performance at Semiconductors, much

improved results at Components 
• Good overall performance across the sectors
• RONA: .% – excluding one-time gains, .%
• Cash flow from operating activities:  ,

million

µ Summary

The year  was a record year in almost every
respect. Aided by favorable economic conditions
worldwide and a strong US dollar, the Company
benefited from strong demand for its products, 

especially components and semiconductors.
Total sales were up by %, and the overall
profitability of continuing operations improved
further, enabling the Company to meet the targeted
objective of % return on net assets.
Net income from continuing operations amounted 
to  , million – excluding one-time gains, 
 , million. The Company had a strong cash
flow from operations of  , million and enjoys
a healthy balance sheet with only % net debt.

Sales in  totaled  , million, an increase
of % over . Exchange rate developments had a
favorable effect of %, which was partially offset by a
price erosion of %. The sales increase in  mainly
reflected an upturn in Semiconductors, Components
and Medical Systems, which achieved %, % and
% growth respectively during this period. Sales
growth diminished in the second half of the year, but
still amounted to a respectable % in the fourth
quarter.

Operating and Financial Review and Prospects

The following discussion is based on the consolidated financial statements and should be read in conjunction with those
statements and the other financial information.

The consolidated financial statements were prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in the
Netherlands (Dutch GAAP). These accounting principles differ in some respects from generally accepted accounting
principles in the United States (US GAAP), which are discussed in note 28 to the consolidated financial statements.

Because of the significant goodwill and other intangibles associated with the Company’s acquisitions, management
believes income from operations excluding amortization charges for goodwill and other intangibles arising from
acquisitions (Ebita) is an appropriate additional measure of operating performance. However, the reader should 
know that this measurement is not a substitute for operating income, net income, cash flows and other measures 
of financial performance as defined by Dutch or US GAAP and may be defined differently by other companies.
In the income statement and sector reporting, this supplemental financial information is presented separately and 
will be referred to as Ebita.

Beginning in 1999, Philips’ consolidated financial statements are reported in euros. The previously presented financial
statements for 1998, denominated in Dutch guilders, have been translated into euros using the irrevocably fixed
conversion rate applicable since January 1, 1999 (EUR 1 = NLG 2.20371). Management believes that the data
denominated in euros reflect the same trends as previously reported. Philips’ financial data may not be comparable to
those of other companies that also report in euros if these other companies previously reported in a currency other
than the Dutch guilder.

From 2000 onwards, Philips has extended the sector reporting to nine sectors in order to improve the financial
transparency of the Company. Consumer Electronics and Domestic Appliances and Personal Care (DAP), formerly par t
of Consumer Products, are shown separately, as is Medical Systems, which previously was par t of Professional. Both DAP
and Medical Systems now constitute sectors of their own. Additionally, revenues and income from operations are
presented separately for the business groups within Consumer Electronics.

As par t of an ongoing process of making Philips’ financial reporting more transparent and to provide better insight into
the Company’s earnings capacity, financial position and cash flows, accounting changes and new accounting
pronouncements have been implemented in 2000, as outlined below:
• Beginning in 2000, for Dutch GAAP purposes, product development and process development costs have been

excluded from inventories. Such costs had previously been excluded from inventories for US GAAP.
• For both Dutch GAAP and US GAAP, Philips has applied the Statement of Financial Accounting Standards 

No. 133 (SFAS No. 133) effective January 1, 2000, and SFAS No. 138 since June 30, 2000. These statements require
an entity to recognize all derivatives as either assets or liabilities on the balance sheet and measure 
those instruments at fair value. The statements also prescribe the accounting for changes in the fair value of
derivative instruments (gains and losses) and the timing when such changes must be recognized in earnings.

• Effective January 1, 2000, Philips has applied SEC Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 101 (SAB 101), which provides
detailed criteria for revenue recognition, for both Dutch GAAP and US GAAP. These criteria did not materially
impact sales and revenue recognition.
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Income from continuing operations in  improved
to an all-time high of  , million ( . per
common share), compared with  , million
( . per common share) in  and  

million ( . per common share) in . The
 results were favorably impacted by a number of
significant one-time gains, which are presented in the
table below.

Excluding these incidental items, income from
continuing operations totaled  , million (

. per common share) in , which is  ,

million higher than income of  , million (

. per common share) in , which in turn was
  million higher than income of  

million ( . per common share) in .
The results for  include an especially strong
contribution from Semiconductors and Components,
whose income doubled over prior-year levels. Lighting
and Domestic Appliances and Personal Care delivered

record results. The  results benefited from a good
performance by Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
Company (TSMC), an unconsolidated company.
The return on net assets (RONA) rose to .% in
, compared to .% in  and .% in .
Excluding significant one-time gains, RONA for
,  and  was .%, .% and .%
respectively. The increase was primarily attributable to
improved profitability. 

Cash flows from operating activities totaled  ,

million, compared with  , million in  and
 , million in . The increase in cash
provided by operating activities is attributable to the
increased profitability of the Company, partially offset
by higher working capital requirements of the
Company’s growing businesses.
In  net cash used for investing activities totaled
 , million, compared to  , million in
 and  , million in .
Proceeds from the sale of businesses that no longer fit
within the Company’s strategy, which totaled
 , million, and cash generated from the sale 
of securities, an amount of   million, were used
to fund the Company’s expansion by means of the
purchase of businesses for an amount of  ,

million, particularly in the Medical Systems and
Domestic Appliances and Personal Care sectors.

Furthermore, the increased cash requirements
compared to the last two years were attributable to a
higher level of capital expenditure, particularly at
Semiconductors and Components.

The net cash used for financing activities in 

totaled  , million, compared to  ,

million in . Both years included cash repayments
to shareholders of  , million and  ,

million respectively from the share reduction
programs. The cash requirements in  came to
  million.

Income from continuing operations excluding one-time gains

amounts in millions of euros (unless otherwise stated)

As published 541 1,804 9,602

    per common share 0.38 1.31 7.31

Affecting income from operations:

    Atos Origin merger gain 1,072

    Gain on sale of AC&M, net of taxes 247

    Sale of Conventional Passive
    Components, net of taxes 130

    Dissolution of Lucent joint venture (375)

Affecting financial income and expenses:

    Sale of JDS Uniphase shares 117 1,207

    Seagram/Vivendi share exchange gain, net of 
    hedge settlement and taxes 1,115

Affecting results relating to unconsolidated companies:

    Sale of ASML shares 2,595

    Beltone/Great Nordic share exchange gain 122

    Gains related to TSMC’s equity transactions* 680

Excluding significant one-time gains 916 1,557 2,564

    per common share 0.64 1.13 1.95

* Represents gain recorded in conjunction with issuance of shares by TSMC at a price in excess of
   the per share carrying value recognized by Philips.

200019991998
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Group performance in the respective quarters of the
years  and :

Sales in  grew to  , million, % higher
than the  , million in , which in turn was
% higher than the  , million in . The
growth was particularly strong at Semiconductors
(%), Components (%) and Medical Systems
(%). Currency fluctuations, primarily the strong

appreciation of the US dollar (%) against the euro,
had a positive effect of % on nominal sales. Various
changes in consolidation had, on balance, a neutral
effect. Positive effects came from the consolidation of,
among others, MiCRUS, MedQuist and Optiva
Corporation. Deconsolidations related mainly to
Advanced Ceramics & Modules (AC&M) as of July 
and Origin as of October , . Excluding these
effects, sales growth in  was %, comprised of
% volume growth partially offset by % price
erosion. 

Geographically, sales growth in  was strong in all
regions, in particular in Asia Pacific. Sales in Asia
accelerated strongly and ended % above the year
before, with all sectors contributing, especially
Semiconductors. The sharp upturn in Europe (%)
was driven by Semiconductors, Components and
Consumer Electronics. In addition, Latin America
recorded substantial positive growth, recovering from
the weak sales in the years before. The recovery is
headed by Brazil, benefiting from the upturn in
economic conditions in that country. North America
recorded a % increase in sales, attributable to the
strong rise of the US dollar and the new acquisitions
in the region.

In , sales were % higher than in . Changes in
exchange rates, particularly those of the US dollar and
the Japanese yen against the euro, had a positive effect
of % on nominal sales. Changes in consolidation had
an unfavorable effect of %, primarily attributable to
the divestment of the non-ceramic activities of Passive
Components and a significant proportion of the

Group sales and income from operations

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 30,459 31,459 37,862

    % nominal increase 3 3 20

Ebita 943 1,966 4,623

    as a % of sales 3.1 6.2 12.2

Income from operations 685 1,751 4,281

    as a % of sales 2.2 5.6 11.3

200019991998

 

amounts in millions of euros unless otherwise stated

Sales 8,329 9,155 9,371 11,007

Income from operations 663 724 945 1,949

- excluding one-time gains 663 724 636 877

Income from continuing operations 1,140 3,604 2,066 2,792

- excluding one-time gains 614 698 647 605

Per common share* 0.86 2.71 1.58 2.16

- excluding one-time gains 0.46 0.53 0.49 0.47

* after 4-for-1 stock split

1st

quarter

2nd

quarter

3rd

quarter

4th

quarter

2000

amounts in millions of euros unless otherwise stated

Sales 6,837 7,298 7,744 9,580

Income from operations 549 319 352 531

- excluding one-time gains 380 319 352 531

Income from continuing operations 469 274 374 687

- excluding one-time gains 339 244 331 643

Per common share* 0.32 0.20 0.28 0.51

- excluding one-time gains 0.23 0.18 0.25 0.47

* after 4-for-1 stock split

1st

quarter

2nd

quarter

3rd

quarter

4th

quarter

1999

37.9

31.530.529.7
27.1

20 %3 %3 %9 %7 %

Sales
in billions of euros
% growth

37.9

20 %

31.5

3 %

30.5

3 %

29.7

9 %

27.1

7 %
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Miscellaneous sector’s activities. Positive effects came
from the consolidation of VLSI, Construlita de
Queretaro and Voice Control Systems.

Income from operations in  totaled  ,

million, or .% of sales, as compared to  ,

million, or .% of sales, and   million, or
.% of sales, in  and  respectively. The
largest increase in income from operations was realized
by Semiconductors, whose results more than doubled
compared to , reflecting the strong upturn in the
market, which started in the second half of .
Moreover, overall price erosion decreased significantly,
while improved efficiency and cost control had a
positive impact on income. In addition, reduced
pension costs had a positive effect of   million
on income. All other sectors, except Origin, contributed
to this year’s operational result improvement. Included
in income were one-time gains of   million
related to the sale of the AC&M business and a gain
of  , million related to the exchange of Origin
shares into Atos Origin shares.

Income from operations in  was  , million,
or .% of sales, and was favorably impacted by 

 million income from the divestment of
Conventional Passive Components. Furthermore,
income was positively influenced by the capitalization
of IT software (  million). The largest increase
in income from operations was realized by PCC,
whose results improved significantly in .
Compared to , overall wage costs decreased by %
in , reflecting the reduction in the average
number of personnel and lower pension costs.

Income from operations in  totaled  

million, or .% of sales. In addition to the
acquisition-related charges for ATL Ultrasound and
Active Impulse Systems,  income was adversely
affected by the operational losses at PCC and the
special charges in connection with the dissolution of
the PCC joint venture with Lucent Technologies.

On a geographic basis, income from operations in
 improved in all regions. Europe, Asia Pacific and
North America showed strong increases in income,
driven by the favorable developments at
Semiconductors. North America was also positively
influenced by the strong US dollar. Furthermore, 
income in Europe increased due to the reduced
pension costs in the Netherlands, while both Europe
and Asia Pacific were positively affected by the non-
cash gain from the sale of Origin and the sale of the
AC&M business. Latin America became profitable
again, fully reflecting the higher activity level at
Components.

The year-to-year comparisons of income from opera-
tions are impacted by the amortization of goodwill and
intangibles and the write-off of in-process R&D
resulting from recent acquisitions in the USA, such as
MedQuist, ADAC and Optiva in , VLSI
Technology, VCS and FEI/Micrion in  and ATL
Ultrasound in . Moreover, comparisons are affected
by the write-down of tangible fixed assets at PCC in
. Amortization charges in  arising from
acquisitions related to MedQuist (  million),
ADAC (  million), ATL Ultrasound ( 

million), VLSI (  million), MiCRUS ( 

million), VCS (  million), FEI/Micrion ( 

million), Optiva (  million) and a number of
smaller items in various sectors totaling   million.
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Income from operations per geographic area

in millions of euros

Europe 1,084 1,124 3,246

USA and Canada (473) 82 186

Latin America (205) (41) 59

Africa (1) 1 3

Asia Pacific 280 585 787

685 1,751 4,281

200019991998
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Income from operations in , excluding
amortization charges arising from acquisitions (Ebita),
totaled  , million compared to  ,

million in  and   million in .

Restructuring
The competitive environment in which Philips
organizations operate requires rapid adjustments in
organizational structure, product portfolio and
customer orientation.The main loss-making operations
that have been restructured recently or are still in the
process of being restructured are: 
• the PCC operations following the dissolution of the

joint venture with Lucent;
• the HAPD activities in Japan;
• the Germany and Taiwan locations of Display

Components.
Businesses that have been sold in the last three years
include AC&M, Philips Projects, Semiconductors’
Complex Programmable Logic Devices, Conventional
Passive Components, Consumer Electronics’ retail and
rental operations in Australia, and sundry activities such
as Philips Hearing Technologies, parts of Philips’
Plastics and Metalware Factories, PolyGram and Airpax.

Restructuring charges recorded against income from
operations in  totaled   million, consisting
of   million for various new projects partly
offset by releases of provisions totaling   million
due to lower expenditures as a result of the
completion of restructuring projects. 
The most significant new projects in  were:
• closure of the large-screen operations of HAPD in

Kobe, Japan (  million);
• discontinuation of the -FS picture tube

production in Aachen, Germany (  million);
• lay-offs in Display Components in Dapon and

Chupei, Taiwan (  million);
• closure of Research test facilities in the Netherlands

(  million);
• transfer of Mainstream CE’s audio/video operations

from Singapore to China (  million).

In , overall net restructuring charges totaled  

million, consisting of   million for various
projects in the sectors Lighting, Components,
Consumer Electronics and Miscellaneous partly offset
by releases of   million. Individually, these
projects were not of material significance, the largest
being the restructuring of the Flat Panel Display
activities at Waalre in the Netherlands (  million).

In , total restructuring charges, mainly relating to
the Consumer Electronics, Components and Lighting
sectors, amounted to   million, partly offset by
some minor releases.

Total restructuring charges in ,  and  can
be specified as follows:

In , releases of surplus restructuring provisions
totaled   million. The releases were primarily
related to Consumer Electronics, Lighting,
Components, Origin, Semiconductors and
Miscellaneous. The releases were caused by reduced
severance requirements, due to the transfer of
employees scheduled to be laid-off to other positions
within the Company, and by changes in restructuring
plans. In , releases amounted to   million,
for Lighting, Consumer Electronics and Components.

Total lay-offs as a result of new projects were projected
at approximately , terminations, of which ,

relate to direct labor and , to indirect labor (total
planned lay-offs in  approximately , persons,
and in  approximately , persons). The actual
number of lay-offs effected during  totaled
approximately ,.

amounts in millions of euros

Personnel lay-off costs 124 71 125

Write-down of inventories 134 4 10

Write-down of fixed assets 58 36 42

Other costs 33 12 26

349 123 203

200019991998
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Inventory write-off charges in  primarily related
to Consumer Electronics. Charges for write-downs of
fixed assets mainly occurred in Consumer Electronics
and Miscellaneous. In , fixed-asset write-downs
were primarily in Components, Lighting and
Miscellaneous, while in  they largely related to
Components. Other charges mainly reflect the costs
involved in the cancellation of various contracts
(building leases, car leases etc.).

In general, restructuring plans lead to cash outlays in
the year in which they are recognized or in the
following year, and are financed from the normal cash
flow from operations. Management believes that in
the future the Company’s earnings will benefit from
the restructuring plans by approximately  

million per year, as a result of reduced salaries and
wages, higher efficiencies in production processes, as
well as lower depreciation costs.
For further details on restructuring charges, see note 
to the consolidated financial statements.

Financial income and expenses amounted to income
of  , million in  and   million in
, compared to expenses of   million in
. Beginning in , the interest component of
pension expense is no longer included in financial
income and expenses, but included in pension cost,
which is part of income from operations. This
accounts for a positive variance in financing costs of
  million in . Net interest expenses
amounted to   million in , compared with
  million in  and   million in .
The net interest expenses were higher, mainly as a
result of the higher net debt level of the Group.
The lower net interest expenses in  reflected the
impact of the net cash position (cash exceeded debt)
that prevailed during the first half of  as a result
of the cash proceeds from the sale of PolyGram at the
end of .

Financial income in each of the years includes gains
from the sale of marketable securities. During the year
 the Company sold a portion of the JDS
Uniphase shares that were received upon the sale of
Philips Optoelectronics in the middle of . The
income from the sale amounted to  , million,

net of  hedge. Moreover, Seagram shares were
exchanged for Vivendi Universal shares. The shares in
Seagram were obtained upon the sale of Philips’ %
stake in PolyGram in . The income from the
exchange of Seagram shares amounted to  

million, net of US dollar hedge. In  a gain of 

 million was realized on the sale of a portion of the
JDS Uniphase shares. In addition, in  dividends
totaling   million were received on the Seagram
shares, while in    million was received.
The foreign exchange losses in  amounted to a
loss of   million, which was mainly related to
hedging costs of intercompany loans. By contrast, in
 a gain of   million was reported. In  a
loss of   million was incurred.

Income tax charges totaled   million in ,
compared to   million in  and  

million in . This corresponds to an effective tax
rate in  of %, down from % in  and %
in . The lower effective tax rate in  primarily
resulted from the tax-exempt proceeds from the sale of
various securities (tax effect of %). The Company
expects the tax rate to go up to approximately %
next year.

Results relating to unconsolidated companies in 

totaled  , million, compared to  

million in  and   million in . Income in
 was favorably impacted by a number of
incidental items. In June, a substantial portion of the
ASM Lithography Holding N.V. (ASML) shares was
sold, resulting in a gain of  , million, while in
the same month Philips’ % interest in Beltone
Electronics was exchanged for GN Great Nordic
shares, resulting in a transaction gain of  

million. In , several equity transactions by
Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) resulted in a net gain of   million.
Excluding these items, results relating to
unconsolidated companies amounted to  

million, which was considerably higher than the
previous year, primarily due to TSMC’s performance
in the favorable semiconductor market. LG.Philips
LCD Co. contributed to income for the full year in
, compared with only six months in . The
share in income of ASML during the first five months
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of  was significantly higher than in the previous
full year, reflecting ASML’s profitable situation. These
income improvements were partly offset by our share
in the losses of Systems on Silicon Manufacturing
Company (SSMC) due to the high costs of ramping-up
the factory, running-in expenses at LumiLeds and
increased funding requirements of NavTech. 

Income in  was considerably higher than in 

and was positively influenced by the significant
contribution from LG.Philips LCD Co. and
improving TSMC results, which reflected TSMC’s
capacity increase and the upturn in the semiconductor
industry in . ASML reported a % increase in
earnings in , reflecting a particularly strong
second half of the year. Finally, funding costs incurred
at NavTech were substantially in line with ,
excluding the one-time gain from the sale of a portion
of the NavTech shares to a consortium of investors in
the first quarter of .

In , the results of TSMC and ASML were
disappointing, due to the global slowing in the
semiconductor industry and the crisis in Asia.

The share of third-party minority interests in the
income of Group companies amounted to  

million in , compared with   million in
. The increase is fully attributable to the improved
results of FEI Co. and the China operations, partly
offset by losses of HAPD absorbed by third-party
shareholders. In  third-party shareholders
absorbed   million of the net losses incurred by
Group companies. This was substantially related to
Lucent Technologies’ share in the losses of the PCC
joint venture. 

µ Net income

Income from continuing operations was  ,

million in  ( . per common share),
compared to  , million ( . per common
share) in  and   million ( . per
common share) in .

Income from discontinued operations in 

represents Philips’ % share in the operations of
PolyGram through December ,  and amounted

to   million, net of applicable income taxes.
Philips sold its shares in PolyGram to The Seagram
Company on December , . In connection with
this sale, a gain of  , million, free of taxes, was
recognized in .
There were no extraordinary items in , whereas a
loss of   million was recorded in  and a net
gain of   million in . The extraordinary
losses in  relate entirely to premiums paid for the
early redemption of long-term debentures.
Major items in  were the sale of Philips Car
Systems at a net gain of   million and Philips
Optoelectronics at a net gain of   million.

Net income in  amounted to  , million
( . per common share) compared to  ,

million ( . per common share) in . Net
income for , including  ,

million relating to the discontinued PolyGram
operation and its related sale, totaled  ,

million ( . per common share).

µ US GAAP

The Group financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with Dutch GAAP, which differs in certain
respects from US GAAP. Income from continuing
operations determined in accordance with US GAAP
was  , million in , compared with 

, million in  and  , million in .
These aggregate amounts correspond to basic earnings
per common share of  . in ,  . in
 and  . in . Diluted earnings per
common share amounted to  . in , 

. in  and  . in .

Please refer to note  to the consolidated financial
statements for a description of the primary differences
between Dutch GAAP and US GAAP and the
earnings per common share information.

µ Dividend

A proposal will be submitted to the General Meeting
of Shareholders to declare a dividend of  . per
common share (compared with the  . dividend
per common share paid in , reflecting the 

profit distribution). The balance sheet presented in
this report, as part of the consolidated financial
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statements for the period ended December , , is
before profit distribution which is subject to
shareholder approval after year-end. Adoption of the
dividend proposal by the General Meeting of
Shareholders will result in a total dividend payment in
the year  of   million (compared with 

 million in ).

µ Employment

The number of employees at the end of  totaled
,, which is , lower than the position at the
end of . The reduction is principally attributable
to consolidation changes, reflecting a total decrease of
, employees. The most significant divestment was
that of Origin, involving a reduction of ,

employees. In addition, the headcount was reduced by
, following the divestment of AC&M. Various
acquisitions added , persons to the Company’s
payroll, the most important being MedQuist (,),
MiCRUS (), ADAC (,) and Optiva ().
After adjustment for these consolidation changes, the
headcount increased by , persons. Of this
number, the strongest increases occurred at
Semiconductors (,) and Components (,), while
the main reductions took place in the Miscellaneous
activities () and at DAP (). Geographically, the
headcount increased in Europe, Asia Pacific and Latin
America, while falling in North America.

µ Sales and income from operations per sector

As indicated in the introduction to the Operating and
Financial Review and Prospects, the following sectors
are reported in : Lighting, Consumer Electronics,
DAP, Components, Semiconductors, Medical Systems,

Miscellaneous, Unallocated and Origin (for nine
months only). For a comprehensive business
description of the various sectors, please refer to the
relevant section in the consolidated financial
statements (note ).
For the convenience of the reader, the following
comments on the business performance per product
sector are preceded by a table which includes certain
primary performance indicators for the respective
years. Sales growth, as mentioned in the performance
indicators and comments, consists of the nominal
changes in sales (comparison of year-to-year euro 
amounts). Further sector information is provided in
the notes to the consolidated financial statements.

Sales in the Lighting sector increased by % in .
Currency movements had a positive impact of % on
sales. Volume growth was %, which was partly
countered by increased price erosion (%), particularly
in Europe and North America.

Geographically, sales growth was most apparent in
Asia Pacific, Eastern Europe and Latin America. The

171

143

124119
107

Sales per employee*
in thousands of euros
excluding Origin*
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Lighting

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 4,453 4,548 5,052

    % nominal increase (decrease) (2) 2 11

Ebita 601 609 677

    as a % of sales 13.5 13.4 13.4

Income from operations 595 602 668

    as a % of sales 13.4 13.2 13.2

200019991998
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growth in North America is entirely attributable to the
steep increase in the value of the US dollar.

The strongest sales growth was achieved by the
Automotive business, which significantly outperformed
the market as a result of successful product innovation.

Income from operations of   million in 

represents an improvement of almost % compared
to  and was mainly the result of the strong sales
growth, slightly offset by a net restructuring charge of
  million. The largest income improvement was
realized by the Lamps business, especially in Europe.
The Automotive & Special Lighting business also
contributed to the positive trend.

Sales in  increased by % to  , million.
Currency movements had a positive impact of % on
nominal sales. Volume growth was %, partly offset
by % price erosion. Overall growth was strong in
Asia, while lower sales were posted in Latin America

and Eastern Europe, caused by the weak economic
conditions in these regions.

Income from operations in  improved marginally
to   million from   million in . The
 figure was impacted by restructurings in both
Europe and Latin America. Excluding restructuring
costs and incidental items, the income improvement
was due to slightly higher sales volume and the
positive effects of prior restructuring actions and cost
efficiencies.

Details for two years per product division, established
since January , , are presented in the following
table:

Consumer Electronics

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 12,364 12,436 14,683

    % nominal increase 10 1 18

Ebita (443) 276 420

    as a % of sales (3.6) 2.2 2.9

Income from operations (447) 258 374

    as a % of sales (3.6) 2.1 2.5

200019991998

sales ebita income
(loss) from
operations

as a %
of sales

 

amounts in millions of euros

Mainstream CE 8,851 161 161 1.8

Digital Networks 845 (107) (107) (12.7)

Consumer Communications 2,207 1 1 0.0

Specialty Products 2,220 54 8 0.4

Licenses 560 311 311 55.5

Consumer Electronics 14,683 420 374 2.5

2000

amounts in millions of euros

Mainstream CE 7,932 97 97 1.2

Digital Networks 578 (86) (86) (14.9)

Consumer Communications   1,740 (52) (53) (3.0)

Specialty Products 1,801 54 38 2.1

Licenses 385 263 262 68.1

Consumer Electronics 12,436 276 258 2.1

sales ebita income
(loss) from
operations

as a %
of sales

1999

5.1

4.54.54.5

4.0

Lighting sales
in billions of euros
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4.0
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Sales in  increased by % to  , million.
Changes in consolidation relating to the dissolution of
the PCC joint venture with Lucent reduced sales by
%. Currency movements had a positive impact of
%. Volume growth was %, partly offset by %
price erosion. Overall, growth was particularly strong
in North America and Asia. High sales in PC
peripherals, particularly in Monitors, contributed to
the increase.

Income from operations in  in the sector
Consumer Electronics increased to   million, 
or .% of sales, up from   million in . The
considerable increase was mainly attributable to the
turnaround to a break-even situation at Consumer
Communications, due to higher GSM volume, new
product introductions resulting in a more favorable
mix, and tight cost control. License income increased,
mainly due to the higher number of licenses in new
programs. However, license income in the fourth
quarter of  was reduced by non-recurring items.
From June  onwards, income will be negatively
impacted due to the expiring CD-Audio patents in
Europe and Asia Pacific. This is expected to be partly
compensated by higher income from CD-R/RW and
DVD. Income at Mainstream CE benefited from the
higher sales level, especially in the Monitor business,
and tight cost control. At Digital Networks, the
positive contribution from certain satellite applications
was more than offset by large start-up costs in the
cable segment and in new technologies for the delivery
of electronic content, both focused on the North
American market. The decrease in income from
operations for Specialty Products primarily resulted

Sales in the Consumer Electronics sector totaled 

, million in , an increase of % on the year
before. Changes in consolidation had a minor negative
effect of %, while currency movements had a positive
effect of % on nominal sales. Sales volume increased
by %, partly offset by an average price decrease of
%. The downward trend in prices eased somewhat
compared with the year before, when prices ended
% lower. The improvement is particularly related to
more favorable market conditions for monitors. 
Digital Networks and Consumer Communications
recorded the strongest sales increase. 

Geographically, sales increased most strongly in Asia
Pacific and Europe, while sales in Latin America
rebounded to solid positive growth. Sales of
Mainstream CE’s products were edged up by
Consumer TV, in particular in the upmarket segment,
branded monitors, especially flat panel monitors, and
DVD Video, whose sales more than doubled. Digital
Networks recorded sharply higher sales, benefiting
from the strong demand for set-top boxes. 

Sales growth in Europe was primarily strong in
satellite set-top boxes. In addition, sales increased in
the USA in Internet TV/Personal TV and satellite set-
top boxes as a result of the start of deliveries to
America Online (AOL) and DirecTV. The substantial
rise in Consumer Communications is led by
significant growth of GSM sales in Europe and Asia
Pacific, reaching more than  million handsets in
. In addition, sales in Fax and DECT increased
strongly. Sales growth in Specialty Products was driven
by Remote Control Systems, Speaker Systems and
Broadband Networks.

14.7

12.412.4
11.2

9.0

Consumer Electronics sales
in billions of euros

14.7

12.412.4
11.2

9.0
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from charges related to the impairment of identified
intangibles and goodwill related to Voice Control
Systems.

The significant improvement in income from
operations in  compared with  was primarily
attributable to a significant improvement in PCC’s
operating performance.  The improvement was aided
by cost reductions and new product offerings.

Sales in the DAP sector in  totaled  ,

million, representing % growth. Currency
movements had a strong positive impact of % on
nominal sales. Consolidation changes had a positive
effect of %. Volume growth, at %, was partly
countered by an average price decrease of %.
The sales growth is mostly attributable to sustained
strong growth of the Male Shaving and Grooming
business in all regions, reinforcing global market
leadership. The Food and Beverage and Home
Environment Care businesses also achieved strong
increases, mainly related to substantially higher sales
in Asia Pacific. Sales at Oral Health Care were

favorably impacted by the acquisition of Optiva
Corporation in October .
Geographically, sales increased strongly in Europe,
both Western and Eastern, and in North America. In
addition, sales in the Asia Pacific region rebounded
from the economic downturn in the years before,
ending % higher than in .

Income from operations increased by approximately
%, driven by successful product introductions,
favorable currency developments and portfolio
rationalization in . Growth came primarily from
Male Shaving and Grooming and the success of
Quadra Action. Food and Beverage improved its
profitability significantly as a consequence of portfolio
rationalization and strict cost control. Excluding the
amortization of intangible assets, goodwill and certain
other acquisition-related charges, Optiva contributed
positively to the income of the sector.

287
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DAP income from operations
in millions of euros
as a % of sales
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Domestic Appliances and Personal Care

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 1,746 1,791 2,107

    % nominal increase (decrease) (4) 3 18

Ebita 200 221 292

    as a % of sales 11.5 12.3 13.9

Income from operations 199 220 287

    as a % of sales 11.4 12.3 13.6

200019991998
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Consumer Electronics income from operations
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in mobile phones and other mobile applications.
Geographically, the main growth was realized in
Europe, Latin America and North America. Segment
revenues were % higher than in the previous year.

Income from operations almost doubled from ’s
  million to   million. In  the
divestment of AC&M had a positive effect of  

million, which was partly offset by the   million
net restructuring charges related to Display
Components and Flat Display Systems. Income in
 was positively impacted by the   million
gain on the divestment of Conventional Passive
Components, partly offset by the restructuring charges
of   million in relation to the Active Matrix
Liquid Crystal Displays business. Excluding
restructuring charges, all businesses except Flat
Display Systems improved their performance in ,
with Optical Storage posting a major improvement,
especially in the first half of the year.

Sales in  increased by % to  , million.
Currency movements and consolidation changes were
neutral. Volume growth, at %, was partly offset by
% average lower prices. The increase in sales was
mainly attributable to a strong performance of the
Male Shaving and Grooming business in all regions.

Income from operations in  improved, benefiting
from the positive effect of prior-year restructurings 
and new product introductions. Additional positive
effects arose from stricter cost controls and lower
incidental costs. The income improvement was
primarily attributable to stronger results in Male
Shaving and Grooming and Food Preparation.

As a result of the high level of sales of products and services to 
other product sectors, income from operations is also expressed as 
a percentage of segment revenues. Segment revenues are the 
total of sales to third parties and intersegment sales.

Sales in the Components sector in  totaled 

, million, a sharp rise (%) on the year before.
Changes in consolidation had a negative effect of %,
particularly related to the divestment of AC&M as of
July , . Currency movements had a positive
effect of % on nominal sales. Volume growth was
%, partially offset by a % reduction in average
selling prices. Price pressure in  eased compared
with the year earlier as a result of improved balance
between the supply and demand for monitor tubes.
The larger part of the sector’s growth was realized in
Optical Storage, whose sales were more than %
higher than the year before. In addition, strong
growth was realized by Flat Display Systems, notably
Mobile Display Systems, whose components are used

Components

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 3,814 3,754 4,562

    % nominal increase (decrease) 4 (2) 22

Segment revenues 5,259 5,325 6,332

Ebita 46 289 570

    as a % of sales 1.2 7.7 12.5

    as a % of segment revenues 0.9 5.4 9.0

Income from operations 44 286 569

    as a % of sales 1.2 7.6 12.5

    as a % of segment revenues 0.8 5.4 9.0

200019991998
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Sales in  declined by % to less than  .
billion. Consolidation changes, notably the sales of
Conventional Passive Components at the end of ,
reduced sales by %, while currency fluctuations had 
a positive effect of %. Volume growth of % was for
the most part offset by the average price decrease of
%. The division’s sales increased strongly in Asia
Pacific and North America. Segment revenues in 

were % higher than in the previous year.

Income from operations in  improved
substantially to   million, up from  

million a year earlier. Disregarding the gains from the
sale of participations, largely the   million gain
on the sale of the Conventional Passive Components
business, and restructuring charges for the Flat
Display business in both years, income in 

improved. Various product groups, particularly Flat
Display Systems, accounted for the increase in income
from operations. The results of the HAPD joint
venture steadily improved to reach break-even during
the second half of the year.

As a result of the high level of sales of products and services to 
other product sectors, income from operations is also expressed as 
a percentage of segment revenues. Segment revenues are the total 
of sales to third parties and intersegment sales.

Sales in the Semiconductors sector in  came to
 , million, an increase of % over .
Through the acquisition of MiCRUS as of June ,
, sales increased by %. In addition, 

contains the full-year sales of VLSI, compared to seven
months in  (a positive effect of %). Furthermore,
currency movements had a substantial positive effect
of % on nominal sales. Volume growth was %,

while average prices decreased by %. Price erosion
was substantially lower than in the previous year,
reflecting strongly improved markets. All regions
contributed to the large sales increase. All businesses
improved due to the steep overall growth, most
predominantly Telecom Terminals and Emerging
Businesses. Segment revenues increased by % in
 compared to the previous year.

Income from operations in  was more than
double the  amount and totaled  ,

million. The main reason for the improvement was
the substantially higher sales level due to the general
upturn in the industry, which led to shortages in the
market during the year. The acquisition of MiCRUS
increased capacity.

Income in all businesses benefited from strong sales.
The VLSI acquisition was successfully integrated into
the existing businesses. 
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Semiconductors income from operations
in millions of euros
as a % of segment revenues
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Semiconductors

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 3,212 3,796 5,879

    % nominal increase 2 18 55

Segment revenues 3,963 4,557 6,812

Ebita 769 716 1,451

    as a % of sales 23.9 18.9 24.7

    as a % of segment revenues 19.4 15.7 21.3

Income from operations 765 614 1,346

    as a % of sales 23.8 16.2 22.9

    as a % of segment revenues 19.3 13.5 19.8

200019991998
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Sales in  increased by % to  . billion. The
consolidation of VLSI from June ,  had a positive
effect of % on nominal sales, while fluctuations in
exchange rates had a positive effect of %. Volume
growth was %, partly offset by % price erosion.
The first half of  was negatively affected by the
global crisis in the semiconductor industry, in
addition to the economic crisis in Asia. The sector saw
a strong upturn in the second half, following the
recovery in the market.

Full-year income from operations in  was
significantly below , entirely due to the
acquisition of VLSI. The consolidation of VLSI as
from June  had an unfavorable impact on the income
of this sector of   million, due to VLSI’s
acquisition-related charges and operational losses. 

Sales in the Medical Systems sector in  totaled
 , million, representing % growth. The
acquisition of MedQuist as of July ,  lifted sales
by %. In addition, currency movements had a
positive effect of % on nominal sales. Volume growth
was %, while prices decreased by, on average, %.
Sales growth was particularly strong in Asia Pacific
and North America. In product terms, the main
growth areas are magnetic resonance, cardio/vascular,
ultrasound and the customer support business.

Order intake in  increased, clearly exceeding the
market trend. The order intake was particularly strong
in North America and Asia Pacific and in the product
areas magnetic resonance, computed tomography,
ultrasound and imaging IT.

Income from operations in  amounted to 

 million, compared to   million in . The
acquisition of ADAC resulted in a fourth-quarter
charge of   million for the write-off of the in-
process R&D obtained in this strategic acquisition.
Excluding amortization of goodwill and other
identified intangible assets related to the acquisitions
of MedQuist and ADAC in  and ATL
Ultrasound in , income was   million,
which was a   million improvement over .
In addition to the positive contribution of MedQuist,
North America in particular contributed to this
improvement, partly due to the strong US dollar.
Income from operations of ATL Ultrasound improved
over , despite the negative effects of the strong US
dollar due to ATL’s US-based production facilities.
Income performance in Eastern Europe was weak due
to a lower sales level.

Sales in  increased by % to  , million,
exceeding the market trend. The acquisition of ATL in

Medical Systems

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 1,950 2,493 3,031

    % nominal increase 11 28 22

Ebita 152 219 308

    as a % of sales 7.8 8.8 10.2

Income from operations (49) 181 169

    as a % of sales (2.5) 7.3 5.6

200019991998
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 had a substantial positive impact on sales growth
(%). Currency movements had a % positive impact
on nominal sales. Sales growth was particularly strong
in Western Europe and Asia Pacific.

Income from operations in  improved
significantly compared to , which had been
negatively affected by fourth-quarter charges of 

 million for the write-off of in-process R&D
obtained in the strategic acquisition of ATL
Ultrasound and other acquisition-related charges.
Income in  benefited from a strong sales
performance and stricter cost control, especially in
Western Europe and Asia Pacific. ATL Ultrasound
made a significant positive contribution to income in
 (excluding acquisition-related charges).

As a result of the high level of sales of products and services to 
other product sectors, income from operations is also expressed as 
a percentage of segment revenues. Segment revenues are the total 
of sales to third parties and intersegment sales.

* Due to the Atos Origin merger, the financial data relating to Origin
have been included in the consolidated Philips accounts of 2000 for
nine months until October 1.With effect from that date the Philips
share in the results relating to the merged activities of Atos Origin will
be included in the results relating to unconsolidated companies as
from January 1, 2001 on a three-month delayed basis due to Atos
Origin’s different reporting cycle.

** Includes gain of EUR 1,072 million related to the Atos Origin merger

Sales in the Origin sector have been consolidated for
only nine months in  and totaled  

million. Sales from January  through the moment of
divestment, September , were % lower than in the
corresponding period of the year before. The
reduction in sales was due to the reduced market
demand in the IT industry following the YK 

investment boom, as customers were hesitant in
defining their future IT plans, especially in the field 
of e-business.

Income from operations for the first nine months of
 amounted to a loss of   million, compared
to a profit of   million the previous year. In
October, the Origin shares were exchanged for a
participation in Atos Origin. This resulted in a one-
time gain of  , million.

Sales in  totaled  , million, virtually
unchanged from the year earlier. The strong growth in
the first half of the year turned into negative growth
in the second half, because of lower IT expenditures
by companies in anticipation of the millennium. 

Income from operations increased in , reflecting
improved capacity utilization and cost efficiency resul-
ting from headcount reductions and cost-saving
measures.

This sector comprises various activities and businesses
from the former Professional sector, such as FEI
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nine months only*

Miscellaneous

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 1,861 1,585 1,831

    % nominal increase (decrease) (30) (15) 16

Ebita (67) (78) (105)

    as a % of sales (3.6) (4.9) (5.7)

Income from operations (82) (94) (113)

    as a % of sales (4.4) (5.9) (6.2)

200019991998

Origin

amounts in millions of euros

Sales 1,059 1,056 717

    % nominal increase (decrease) 25 0 (32)

Segment revenues 1,654 1,735 1,164

Ebita 77 125 1,089

    as a % of sales 7.3 11.8 .

    as a % of segment revenues 4.7 7.2 93.6

Income from operations 59 97 1,063

    as a % of sales 5.6 9.2 .

    as a % of segment revenues 3.6 5.6 91.3

200019991998 *

**

**
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Company, Electronic Manufacturing Technology
(EMT) and Analytical, as well as activities not
belonging to a product division such as Philips
Research, Corporate Intellectual Property, Philips
Centre for Industrial Technology, Philips Enabling
Technologies Group (formerly Philips Machine-
fabrieken) and Philips Design.

Sales in the Miscellaneous sector in  totaled 

, million, representing a % increase over .
Changes in consolidation had a downward effect of
%, while the appreciation of currencies had a positive
effect of %. Sales growth was particularly strong at
EMT, FEI and Philips Enabling Technologies Group.
Geographically, Asia recorded the most significant
sales growth.

Income from operations in  amounted to a loss
of   million, or .% of sales, compared to a
loss of   million, or .% of sales, in . Total
income in  benefited from higher pension credits
compared to the previous year.
The income of the Miscellaneous activities was
affected by provisions for disentanglement costs
related to the sale of Philips Projects and for
restructuring at Philips Research. Strong results were
achieved by the former Business Electronics businesses
EMT and FEI. EMT (renamed Assembléon) is in the
process of evaluating the scope for a public offering in
the course of .

Income from operations in  amounted to a loss of
  million, or .% of sales, compared to 
a loss of   million, or .% of sales, in .
This was primarily due to Philips Enabling
Technologies Group posting lower income in  as 
a consequence of the divestment of certain activities,
higher costs incurred for the aviation project, and
investments in software. Total income was partly
compensated by higher income of FEI and EMT,
compared to .

µ Unallocated

Costs – net of revenues – not allocated to a specific
product sector comprise the costs of the corporate
center – including the Company’s initial funding of e-
business and global brand management costs – as well
as country and regional overhead costs. Income from
operations amounted to a loss of   million in
 compared to losses of   million and 

 million in  and  respectively.
In , income was positively impacted by a
reduction in pension costs of   million,
compared to   million in  and  

million in . Other incidental items had a negative
impact of   million. In  these items
accounted for a negative impact of   million,
while in  other incidental items resulted in a gain
of   million.

µ Research and Development

Continuous efforts to sustain a strong performance in
the field of R&D are of the utmost importance to
strengthen Philips’ competitiveness in its various
markets. The launch of new research activities in
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Operating income in  increased significantly,
compared to , due to the ongoing favorable
market situation in the semiconductor business.

Systems on Silicon Manufacturing Company (SSMC)
is a Singapore-based wafer fabrication firm established
by Philips (%), TSMC (%) and the Economic
Development Board of Singapore (%) to secure a
strategic supply of wafers, diversify loading risks and
limit capital expenditures. A  . billion wafer fab
(MOS-), construction of which started in , is in
the ramping-up phase, and the first wafers were
produced in the third quarter. A large number of key
technical personnel has been trained at Philips’
facilities in the Netherlands and at TSMC in Taiwan.
Philips is entitled to % of the fab output of .

micron wafers.

Atos Origin started on October , , when Origin
was merged with Atos of France. The merger has
created a leader in end-to-end business and e-business
solutions. The company is operational in  countries
and employs , people.
Philips holds a .% stake in Atos Origin. Within
two years Philips intends to reduce its stake in the
combined entity to below %. Philips has also
received two tranches of stock warrants, each
representing approximately . million Atos Origin
shares, which may be exercised only on certain
conditions subject to the development of the Atos
Origin share price.
Origin’s operating results over the first nine months of
 (pre-merger) have been consolidated in the
Philips accounts, whereas Philips’ share in the results
of Atos Origin will be included in results relating to
unconsolidated companies on a delayed basis of three
months from January ,  onwards.
Additionally, based on Philips’ accounting policies,
Philips’ results for Atos Origin will include a charge of
approximately   million for amortization of
goodwill per year.

In the People’s Republic of China, Philips currently
has a large number of operational business alliances
that engage in manufacturing and marketing activities.
Generally, these companies are not wholly owned;
most of them are consolidated. Philips, which is one

China, India and Belgium has further established
Philips Research as one of the world’s major global
industrial research laboratories with expenditures for
R&D activities in  amounting to  ,

million, representing .% of sales, compared to 

, million, or .% of sales, in  and  ,

million, or .% of sales, in .

µ Cooperative business activities and

unconsolidated companies

Philips has engaged from time to time in cooperative
activities with other companies. Philips’ principal
cooperative business activities and participations, 
and the main changes therein, are set out below.

Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
Limited (TSMC) is a semiconductor foundry
operation in which Philips currently holds .% of
the total number of outstanding common shares.
Additionally, the Company has purchased redeemable
preferred shares, bringing its total holding in TSMC
to approximately %. The principal reasons for this
shareholding are to secure a strategic supply of wafers
and the ability to limit capital expenditures. During
, Philips’ interest was diluted by .%, due to 
various share issues by TSMC, primarily in
conjunction with two acquisitions. Since the price
received for the shares issued was in excess of the per
common share book value recognized by Philips, this
resulted in a one-time gain of   million. As a
result of the aforementioned acquisitions, for each of
the next five years Philips’ results for TSMC, based on
Philips’ accounting policies, will include a  

million charge for amortization of goodwill per year.
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of the larger private employers, currently employs
more than , people in China and approximately
, people in Hong Kong. Philips is active in a wide
range of activities, but has particularly strengthened its
position in display components, flat panel displays,
cellular phones and shavers, while maintaining strong
positions in CD, energy-saving lamps and monitors.
All product divisions in China are profitable and
posted considerable sales growth in .

Navigation Technologies Corporation (NavTech) of
the USA is a .% shareholding that is engaged in
the development of software databases for digital maps
to be used for car navigation purposes. NavTech is
planning to go public in the course of .

LG.Philips LCD Co is a / manufacturing joint
venture with LG Electronics of South Korea, and the
world’s second-largest supplier of active matrix liquid
crystal displays. This joint venture has enabled Philips
to become a leading company in the area of active
matrix LCDs, a display technology that is rapidly
migrating from notebook displays to desktop
monitors and in the near future to other areas, such as
TV. As a consequence, the Company believes this
business has potential for fast growth. The capacity of
the two existing fabs at Kumi has been expanded,
while a third facility became fully operational in .
A fourth facility is under construction and is expected
to become fully operational in the year . At year-
end , the joint venture employed approximately
, people.

In the LumiLeds Lighting / joint venture, Philips
and Hewlett Packard/Agilent have the complementary
strengths and positions to successfully develop the
market for LED-based lighting products. Both
companies have expanded the scope of their existing
activities. Both parties hold equal shares in the
venture, whose product portfolio has been extended
from LED traffic signal products to a variety of other
applications, including automotive, signalling, contour
lighting and signs, illumination and LCD
backlighting, demonstrating both parties’ confidence
in the new technology. At year-end , the
worldwide operations, located in California, Malaysia
and the Netherlands, involved about  employees.

LG Electronics and Philips Display Components. In
November , Philips announced the intended
merger of its CRT business with that of LG
Electronics of South Korea in a / joint venture,
that is expected to create the world leader in this line
of business. Both companies will be able to combine
complementary strengths and create strong synergy
potential in the mature CRT display market. The
joint venture will employ , people worldwide.

µ Corporate Venturing

In order to exploit the opportunities in terms of new
technology, time to market and return on investment,
Philips has started a program to identify promising
start-up companies in the technology ‘fashion’ centers
in the USA, Israel and Europe. Around the world, a
team of specialists identify start-up companies that are
active in areas of strategic importance to Philips. If
there is a clear strategic match and the financial
underpinning of the company in question is sound, 
a business arrangement and an equity stake are
considered.

The corporate venturing program is focused on a
limited number of strategic clusters, including display
technologies, storage solutions, (in-home) networking,
value-added services for consumer electronics devices,
personal health monitoring and digital rights
management. By year-end  the corporate
venturing portfolio comprised some  companies in
which Philips has both a minority stake and a business
relationship. 

µ Cash flows

The cash flow from operating activities in  of 

, million exceeded the levels generated in the
preceding two years ( , million and  ,

million in  and  respectively). Changes in
working capital reduced the year ’s cash flow
from operations by  , million, as a result of
increases in the amounts of capital invested in
inventories and increased accounts receivable, partly
offset by higher accounts payable. Higher working
capital should be seen against the background of the
increased sales level. In  the working capital
requirements amounted to   million.
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Expressed as a percentage of sales, inventories at the
end of  were .% of sales, compared to .% a
year earlier and .% at the end of . Outstanding
trade receivables at year-end  were the equivalent
of . months’ sales, compared to . months’ at the
end of  and . months’ a year earlier.

Cash flow from investing activities in  required
 , million, compared with  , million
in . In  these activities resulted in a cash
outflow of  , million.
During the year , Philips invested  ,

million in businesses operating in strategic areas where
Philips wants to improve its global market position.
The investments included the purchase of a majority
interest of % in MedQuist ( , million), the
acquisition of Optiva (  million), payments for
the acquisition of MiCRUS (  million), the
purchase of ADAC (  million), the purchase of
.% redeemable preferred shares in TSMC ( 

million), and investments in a number of smaller
corporate venturing (  million) and other
businesses (  million). Moreover, Philips
invested   million in the purchase of .%
redeemable preferred shares in LG Electronics, which
are classified under other non-current financial assets.
The divestment of Philips’ AC&M business yielded a
net amount of   million in cash. A positive cash
flow of  , million was generated by the sale of
.% of the shares in ASM Lithography. 

Furthermore, an amount of  , million was
generated by the sale of a portion of the JDS
Uniphase shares, one tranche of   million in the

first quarter of  and one tranche of  

million in the third quarter of the year.

During , the Company’s investment in businesses
amounted to  , million. These investments
included the purchase of VLSI Technology of the USA
(  million) and of a % share in LG.Philips
LCD Co. of Korea ( , million), as well as the
acquisition of an additional % of the shares in
Origin (  million) and of a number of smaller
businesses (  million). The largest divestment,
that of Philips’ Conventional Passive Components
business, yielded a net amount of   million in
cash. Additionally, the sale of a minority interest in
Navigation Technologies (NavTech) generated a
positive cash flow of   million. Furthermore,
  million was generated by the sale of a portion
of the JDS Uniphase shares.

In , the net cash outflow from acquisitions and
divestments was   million, primarily resulting
from the acquisitions of ATL Ultrasound and Active
Impulse Systems, partially offset by the sale of Philips
Car Systems. It should be noted that the  sale of
Philips’ % stake in PolyGram was accounted for as a
discontinued operation, which is not reported in the
investment activities section.

Gross capital spending on property, plant and
equipment of  , million in  exceeded the
spending in the two preceding years ( ,

million and  , million in  and 

respectively). The ratio of gross investments to
depreciation was ., compared to . in  and .
in , reflecting the effect of Philips’ policy of
increasing capital expenditures to shape the Company
for the future.
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As a result of the items mentioned above, the cash
flow before financing activities was positive  

million in , compared with negative  ,

million in  and positive   million in . 
In , the net cash flow used for financing activities
amounted to  , million, of which  ,

million was used for a % share reduction program.
Additionally,   million was used to repay
interest-bearing debt and   million was used for
the payment of dividends to Philips shareholders.
Furthermore, treasury stock transactions required
  million.

In , the net cash flow used for financing activities
was  , million, of which  , million was
used for the % share reduction program. Additionally,
  million was used to repay interest-bearing debt
and   million was used for the payment of
dividends to Philips shareholders in . An amount
of   million net cash was used for treasury stock
transactions. In , the larger part of the net cash
flow used for financing activities of   million
was used to repay interest-bearing debt ( 

million) and for dividend payments (  million).

µ Financing

Total debt outstanding at the end of  was 

, million, compared with  , million at
year-end  and  , million at the end 
of .

In , long-term debt decreased by   million
to  , million. This decrease is the result of new
borrowings of   million, repayments totaling
  million and reclassification of long-term debt
into short-term debt for an amount of  

million, offset by currency, consolidation and other
effects of   million. In , long-term debt was
reduced by   million to  , million. The
reduction was the result of net repayments totaling
  million, offset by currency, consolidation and
other effects of   million.
Philips had two ‘putable’ US dollar bonds outstanding
at year-end  for a total amount of   million.
The investors may require repayment at one specific
month during the lifetime of the respective bonds. 
Assuming that investors require payment at the
relevant put dates, the average remaining tenor of the
long-term debt was . years, compared to . years in
. However, assuming that the ‘putable’ bonds will
be repaid at maturity, the average remaining tenor at
the end of  was . years, compared to . years
at the end of . Long-term debt as a proportion of
the total debt at the end of  was %, compared
to % at the end of .

At the end of  the Group had long-term
committed and undrawn credit lines available of 

. billion, unchanged from a year earlier. The  .
billion committed credit line is a multi-currency
revolving standby credit facility, which was signed in
July  and will expire in July .

Short-term debt increased by  , million in
 to  , million at year-end.
This increase was due to new net borrowings of 

 million, the reclassification of long-term debt to
short-term debt for an amount of   million,
and an increase of   million as a result of
currency and consolidation effects. 
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The cash position was reduced by  , million in
 to  , million at year-end. This reduction
was mainly related to the increased level of capital
expenditures and to the investments in MedQuist,
Optiva, ADAC, SSMC and redeemable preferred
stock in LG Electronics and TSMC, as well as the %
share reduction program and the settlement of US
dollar hedges related to securities. The currency and
consolidation changes caused a   million
increase. The  , million decrease in the cash
position in  was to a large extent related to the
investments in VLSI, LG.Philips LCD Co. and
Origin, as well as an % share reduction program. 

The Company had a net debt position (debt, net of
cash and cash equivalents) of  , million at the
end of . The net debt position at the end of 

amounted to   million. This compares to a net
cash position, with cash exceeding total debt, of 

, million, following the sale of PolyGram at the
end of . The net debt to group equity ratio
amounted to : at the end of , compared to a
ratio of : at the end of . The net cash position
rendered this ratio meaningless in .

Stockholders’ equity increased by  , million to
a level of  , million at year-end . The
effect of the net income of  , million in 

was partly offset by the % share reduction program,
which reduced equity by  , million. The
currency effects on equity resulted in an increase of
  million, while the deferred results of financial
derivative transactions within equity increased equity
by   million. Furthermore, equity was reduced

by treasury stock transactions of   million and
by dividend payments of   million, related to
the profit distribution for the year . As a
consequence of a change in accounting policies,
product/process development costs, previously
included in inventories, have been excluded and
charged to equity for an amount of   million
on January , . 

The   million increase in equity in  was
mainly due to  net income of  , million,
to a large extent offset by an % share reduction
program ( , million).

The number of outstanding common shares of Royal
Philips Electronics at December ,  was ,

million (: , million shares – after stock split)
in .

The number of outstanding common shares of Royal
Philips Electronics increased due to a -for- stock
split in April . As a result, the par value of
common shares was divided by  to  .. 

This was followed by a % share reduction program
that was implemented in the summer of . This
share reduction program was accomplished through
the conversion of almost all of Philips’ surplus paid-in
capital into nominal share capital. The resulting
adjusted nominal share capital was reduced by making
a cash distribution of  . per common share to
all Philips’ shareholders, which amount equaled % of
the April ,  closing price of  . on the
stock market of Euronext Amsterdam. Subsequently,
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every  outstanding common shares were exchanged
for  new common shares, each of which has a par
value of  .. 

In , the Company also executed an % share
reduction program in a similar series of steps.

The exercise of convertible personnel debentures led to
a . million increase in the number of outstanding
shares in  (after stock split). 

The . million increase in shares outstanding at
December ,  (after stock split in ) was a
result of the exercise of Superclub warrants and
convertible personnel debentures.

At the end of , the Group held . million shares
in treasury to cover the future delivery of shares in
conjunction with the . million conversion and stock
option rights outstanding at the end of . At year-
end , . million shares were held in treasury
against a . million rights overhang (both after the
stock split in ). It is the Company’s policy to buy
shares on the open market soon after the granting of
stock option rights or issuance of convertible personnel
debentures.

µ Quantitative and qualitative disclosures

concerning market risks

Risk management

The Company is exposed to the risk of changes in
foreign exchange rates, certain commodity prices and
interest rates. To manage these risks, the Company
enters into various hedging transactions that have been
authorized pursuant to its policies and procedures as
described below. 

The Company is also exposed to two further financial
risks, i.e. the credit risk and the country risk inherent
in a global business. The Company does not purchase
or hold derivative financial instruments for trading
purposes. The Company is exposed to other non-
financial risks and purchases insurance to hedge these
risks where possible.

Foreign exchange hedging policies

The foreign exchange risk of the Company can be
divided into five categories, namely:

) Transaction exposures, such as both existing and
forecasted sales and purchases and
payables/receivables resulting from such transactions

) Translation exposure of investments in foreign
entities (including results)

) Exposures of non-functional-currency-denominated
debt

) Exposures of non-functional-currency-denominated
marketable securities

) Competitive exposures

Each business is required to define its functional
currency consistent with SFAS ‘No.  Foreign
Currency Translation’. The businesses must identify
and measure all exposures from material transactions
denominated in currencies other than their own
functional currency. It is the Company’s policy that
significant transaction exposures are covered by the
businesses. It is the Company’s policy not to hedge the
translation exposure.

Financing of subsidiaries is generally done in the
functional currency of the borrowing entity. If the
financing currency is not the functional currency of the
business, the entity’s exposure to foreign exchange risks
is, in principle, offset by derivative contracts, unless the
use of these contracts is restricted for regulatory reasons.

The Company partially hedges the foreign exchange
exposure arising from marketable securities that are
available for sale.

The Company does not hedge foreign currency
exposures that may arise from competitors having
different reporting currencies than the euro. 

Foreign exchange financial instruments

A sensitivity analysis shows the following results. An
instantaneous % strengthening or weakening of non-
euro currencies against the euro from their levels at
December , , with all other variables held
constant, would result in an estimated change in the
fair value of the Company’s financial instruments of
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  million, compared with   million in ,

mainly due to the hedge of the Seagram securities. For
the purpose of this analysis, financial instruments consist
of debt instruments, liquid assets, securities and
derivative financial instruments.

The hedges of forecasted sales and purchases account 
for a part of the sensitivity calculated above. These are
concluded to offset the effect of changes in foreign
currency related to forecasted transactions by the
businesses. 

These forecasted transactions are not financial
instruments and are not yet recorded in the accounts of
the Company. The hedges related to these forecasted
transactions are cash flow hedges. The results from the
hedges currently deferred in equity amount to a loss of
  million. The changes in the value of these hedges
are deferred in equity and released to income when the
forecasted transaction affects income. Virtually all
transaction hedges that were outstanding at December ,
 were forward foreign exchange contracts that will
expire in . 

The foreign currency risk on outstanding external debt
and intercompany loans is covered by foreign currency
forward contracts. The changes in the fair value of these
derivatives are accounted for in financial income and
expenses.

The outstanding forward foreign exchange hedges related
to securities at December ,  are fair value hedges
and consequently have an offsetting effect on the value of
the hedged securities. All hedges related to securities are
forward foreign exchange contracts. 

Commodity price risk hedging policy

The Company is a purchaser of certain base metals such
as copper, precious metals and energy. It is the Company’s
policy to hedge all significant transaction risks.

Commodity price derivatives

The sensitivity analysis shows the following results. An
instantaneous % strengthening or weakening of all
commodity prices from their levels at December ,
, with all other variables held constant, would result
in a change in the fair value of the Company’s financial

instruments of   million compared with   million
at the end of .

The commodity price derivatives that the Company
enters into are concluded as cash flow hedges to offset
forecasted purchases. These forecasted transactions are
not financial instruments and therefore are not recorded
in the accounts of the Company. The results of these
hedges, currently charged to equity as deferred results,
amount to a loss of   million.

The changes in the value of the hedges of the forecasted
transactions are deferred in equity and released to income
when the forecasted transaction affects earnings.
Virtually all contracts that were outstanding at December
,  were forward commodity contracts or futures
contracts that will expire in . 

Interest-rate hedging policy

At year-end  the Company had a ratio of fixed-rate
debt to total outstanding debt of approximately %,
compared to % one year ago. The Company partially
hedges the interest-rate risk inherent in the fixed-rate
debt.  As of year-end , the Company hedged a
notional amount of   million, compared to
current outstanding US dollar-denominated fixed-rate
public debt of  , million, and none of the euro-
denominated debt.

Interest-rate currency derivatives

The interest-rate currency swaps hedge the Company
against adverse movements of long-term interest rates
and foreign exchange rate movements. Under these hedge
contracts the Company receives fixed US dollar interest
and pays variable euro interest. These hedges are fair
value hedges. In the year  the result on these hedges
was a profit of   million.

As of December ,  the majority of debt consists of
bonds. Of the nominal  , million of bonds
outstanding, .% have an embedded put feature, which
allows the investor to redeem the bonds prior to their
final maturity date.

A sensitivity analysis shows the following results. 
If the long-term interest rates were to decrease
instantaneously by % from their level of December ,
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, with all other variables (including foreign
exchange rates) held constant, the fair value of the
long-term debt would increase by   million. In
this case the fair value of debt including the fair value
of related interest-rate swaps would increase by 

 million (compared to   million in ). 

This increase is based on the assumption that the
‘putable’ bonds will be repaid at their final maturity
date. If the bondholders required payment at their
respective put dates and there was a % increase in
interest rates, this would reduce the market value of
the long-term bonds by   million. In this case
the fair value of debt including the fair value related 
to interest-rate currency swaps would decrease by
  million (compared to   million in ).

Credit risk of bank counterparties

The Company invests available cash and cash
equivalents with various financial institutions. The
Company is also exposed to credit risk in the event of
non-performance by counterparties with respect to
derivative financial instruments.

The Company measures on a daily basis the potential
loss, should a financial counterparty default. These
worst-case scenario losses are monitored and limited by
the Company. The Company does not enter into any
derivative financial instruments to protect against
default of financial counterparties. However, the
Company requires all financial counterparties with
which it deals in derivative transactions to complete
legally enforceable set-off agreements prior to trading
and, whenever possible, to have a strong credit rating
from Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s Investor Services. 

Credit risk of customers

Credit risk represents the loss that would be
recognized at the reporting date if counterparties
failed completely to perform as contracted. As of
December ,  the Company identified 
customers with significant exposure. This exposure
amounts to   million and ranges from  

million to   million per customer.

To reduce exposure to credit risk, the Company
performs ongoing credit evaluations of the financial

condition of its customers, but generally does not
require collateral and does not enter into derivative
transactions to mitigate customer credit risk.

Country risk

The Company is exposed to country risk by the very
nature of running a global business. The country risk
is defined as the sum of equity of all subsidiaries and
associated companies in a country plus cross-border
intercompany loans, cross-border guarantees (unless
country risk is explicitly excluded in the guarantee),
cross-border accounts receivable and cross-border
intercompany accounts. The country risk is monitored
quarterly. The degree of risk of a country is taken into
account when new investments are considered. The
Company does not, however, enter into derivative
financial instruments to hedge country risk.

Other insurable risks

The Philips Group is covered for financial losses by
global insurance policies.

To reduce risks, Philips has a worldwide property
damage and business interruption loss-prevention
program in place. Factories are inspected on a regular
basis against predefined risk engineering standards.
Status information on the existing prevention levels is
monitored centrally and presented to financial/
industrial product division management.
Inconsistencies with these standards are reported to
product division management, and budgets are made
available for further improvement of the loss-
prevention levels.

Other major risks

In November  the Company purchased . billion
redeemable preferred shares in Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (a publicly listed Taiwanese
company in which the Philips Group has a substantial
shareholding) for  billion Taiwanese dollars ( 

million). The preferred shares are redeemable in .
The dividend yield on these preferred shares is .%.
The preferred shares have the same voting rights as
TSMC’s common shares. The preferred shares are
carried at cost (redemption value) in the accompanying
consolidated balance sheet. The redeemable preferred
shares result in a concentration of credit risks.
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However, based on historical results the Company is of
the opinion that TSMC will have sufficient means to
redeem the preferred shares at the redemption date.

In December  Philips purchased  million
convertible redeemable preferred shares in LG
Electronics Inc. (LGE) for  billion Korean won
(  million). LGE is a publicly listed Korean
company with which Philips already has the LG.Philips
LCD Co. joint venture; a new joint venture in the
field of CRT business is in the process of being
established. The redeemable preferred shares will be
redeemed before June , , subject to the Korean
legal requirement of the existence of sufficient profit
and retained earnings available for distribution. 
The preferred shares are also convertible one year after
issuance, at Philips’ option, into LGE common stock.
The dividend yield on these preferred shares is .%.
The preferred shares have no voting rights, unless
LGE is in arrears on dividend or redemption
payments. The preferred shares are carried at cost
(redemption value) in the accompanying consolidated
balance sheet. The redeemable preferred shares result
in a concentration of credit risk. However, the
Company is of the opinion that, out of the existing
joint venture with LGE (LG.Philips LCD Co.) and
the new joint venture between LGE and Philips
Display Components to be established in the course
of , sufficient funds will flow to LGE to enable
LGE to redeem the preferred shares within the next
few years. Earlier repayment is permitted.

Euro

Philips introduced the euro as its reporting currency
on January , . The impact of the introduction of
the euro on Philips’ businesses and on its financial
performance has been very limited, because the
markets are still dominated by local currencies.
Management still believes that in the longer term
Philips stands to gain from the introduction of a
single European currency.

µ Risk factors

Philips is a global company, which means that it is
affected by economic developments in all regions of
the world. 

Philips is active in more than  different businesses
with different risk profiles, which are geared to the
business environment in which they operate and the
competitive advantage they aim to achieve.

Depending on their nature, Philips’ businesses are
affected by developments in the cyclical
semiconductor market, the PC industry, the car
industry and the communications industry. The
professional Lighting business and Medical Systems
also depend on governmental budgets and the
developments in real estate investments.

The Company is exposed to a variety of market risks,
including the effects of changes in foreign currency
exchange rates, interest rates and credit spreads, which
are further described in the section Quantitative and
qualitative disclosures concerning market risks.
Mismatches between the currencies in which sales are
made and the currencies in which expenses are
incurred expose the Company’s income in the case of
structural devaluations or revaluations.

The Company has a relatively strong customer base in
US dollar and US dollar-related countries as compared
to the origin of its production and supply base. It is
estimated that a % devaluation of the US dollar
against the euro would reduce income from operations
by more than   million.

In areas with major technological investments, like
Semiconductors, Components and Consumer
Communications, Philips continues to build on
partnerships to share the high financial risks.
Management of this growing number of strategic
alliances is a risk area in itself.

A common risk area that has priority attention is
human resources. Growth areas like Semiconductors
and Components require talented people with specific
technical key competences for the realization of their
plans. The ability to recruit and retain quality staff, for
which there is an increasing  demand in the market, is
a critical success factor.
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Key focus areas of Internal Audit are business process
analysis, business risk analysis, business controls and
efficient and effective reporting to management about
root causes and solutions to process performance and
control gaps. This also includes facilitating business
risk assessment workshops.

As a consequence of this revised approach, the
division of tasks between Internal Audit and external
auditors will be changed from  onwards as
external auditors will be more directly responsible 
for and involved in the audit of basic accounting
controls of all Philips entities.

Business Principles

The Philips General Business Principles govern the
Company’s business decisions and actions throughout
the world, applying equally to corporate actions and the
behavior of individual employees when on company
business. They incorporate the values on which all
Philips activity is or should be based, such as  business
focus, integrity,  fair trade, non-discrimination and
equal opportunities, and in almost all countries have
been translated into the local language. The
responsibility for compliance with the Principles rests
first and foremost with the management of the
business. In every country a Compliance Officer has
been appointed, and the Philips Intranet provides
information on how to contact the Compliance Officer. 

The Review Committee General Business Principles
supervises the practical implementation. Where
appropriate, the Review Committee makes
recommendations for additional guidelines. In 

the Review Committee met seven times, discussing,
among other things, the further implementation of
the Principles, the question of how to increase
awareness, and reported violations. 

A number of initiatives have been taken to increase
awareness and improve the implementation of the
General Business Principles in the Company. For
instance, a casebook for dilemma training has been
developed and distributed throughout the
organization for incorporation in management
development courses. Furthermore, following the lead
of our US organization, in several countries steps have

µ Corporate governance

The Company has consistently improved its corporate
governance over the past decade by increasing
transparency and accountability to its shareholders
through simplification of the corporate structure, by
improving the supervision of the Company’s policies
and activities, and by adopting a culture of best
practices. For further information, see pages  to 

of the separate booklet entitled ‘Financial Statements’.

Business Controls

The Philips Policy on Business Controls is
communicated to all levels of management. Key
elements are: setting clear policies; issuing clear
directives; delegating tasks and responsibilities clearly;
carrying out supervision; taking corrective action; and
maintaining highly responsive accounting systems
including an internal control system (internal
accounting controls). 

The Company’s internal control structure follows
current thinking and practice in integrating
management control over company operations,
compliance with legal requirements and the reliability
of financial reporting. It makes management
responsible for implementing and maintaining
effective business controls, including internal financial
controls. The effectiveness of these controls is
monitored by self-assessment and by audits performed
by internal and external auditors. 

Accountability is enforced through the formal issuance
of a Statement on Business Controls by each business
unit, resulting, via a cascade process, in a statement by
each product division.

Audit committees at each of the product divisions
ensure adherence to the policy and take corrective
action where necessary. They are also involved in
determining the desired audit coverage. The entire
process is reviewed on a regular basis by the Corporate
Audit Committee chaired by the CFO and
independently by Corporate Internal Audit. Reports
on the functioning of the process are sent to the
Board of Management and the Audit Committee of
the Supervisory Board.
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been taken to introduce guaranteed-anonymity
hotlines and/or mailboxes for reporting suspected
contraventions of the General Business Principles.
Considerable efforts are also being devoted to
optimizing the periodic reporting on this issue by 
the Company’s product divisions and country
organizations.

Proxy solicitation

Philips is continuously striving to improve relations
with its shareholders. For instance, Philips was one of
the key companies in the establishment of the
Shareholders’ Communication Channel – a pilot
project of Euronext Amsterdam, banks in the
Netherlands and several major Dutch companies to
simplify contacts between a participating company and
its shareholders. 

As in , Philips will use the Shareholders’
Communication Channel to distribute its complete
Annual Report and the Agenda for the General
Meeting of Shareholders in . Following recent
amendments to Dutch law enabling proxy solicitation,
Philips will implement proxy solicitation in the
Netherlands for this year’s General Meeting of
Shareholders. In view thereof, for the General Meeting
of Shareholders on March ,  a record date for
common shares (being March , ) will apply:
those persons who on March ,  hold common
shares in the Company and are registered as such in one
of the registers designated by the Board of Management
for the General Meeting of Shareholders will be entitled
to participate in and vote at the meeting.

Philips is convinced of the value of the Shareholders’
Communication Channel and will continue to
advocate its widespread adoption. In a broader
context, Philips is constantly striving to improve its
contacts with the financial community at large.

µ Environmental performance

With regard to eco-efficiency, Philips initiated a
pragmatic approach in  and defined measurable
targets, laid down in four-year action programs. 
The present program, running from  until ,
is called EcoVision, and  is the third year that
Philips will report in quantitative terms on its

environmental progress on a worldwide scale by means
of a dedicated Corporate Environmental Report.

Under the EcoVision program, Green Flagships, or
‘green’ star products, are developed. These are
products with a better environmental performance
than their predecessors or competitors in one or more
areas such as weight, energy consumption, packaging
and recyclability. The provisional results for 

show that  Philips products were identified as Green
Flagships and  were marketed as such.
It should be noted that the comparability of the data
given below for the reporting period and previous
years is affected by changes to the portfolio of
reporting units, changes in the methodology for
determining certain data, and enhancement of data
collection systems. 
Compared with the reference year , Philips
reduced its packaging by % in  (% in 

and % in ), close to the target of % packaging
reduction by year-end .

Compared with the reference year , energy saving
improved from % in  to % in  and %
in . For industrial waste, savings of % were
realized in  compared with % in  and %
in . Water consumption was reduced by %,
compared with % in  and % in .

Of the manufacturing sites, % are certified and
manage their activities in accordance with the
internationally accepted environmental standards ISO
 or EMAS (% in ; % in ).

µ Information technology and e-business

The basic IT infrastructure for company-wide
communication established in  has been further
improved in  and enhanced with new services for
secure and reliable connections with external business
partners and remote access. Using the global
communication network, a worldwide facility has
been established for the electronic distribution of
software for the Philips standard desktop
environment. Building on the existing messaging
infrastructure, network application services for
groupware and knowledge management have been
made available to the Philips user community.
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A major challenge for the coming years is to take
advantage of the opportunities offered by e-business.
Philips has high performance ambitions in this new
arena. All Philips businesses and corporate departments
have dedicated e-business plans, which cover products,
services, processes, people and relationships along the
integral business chain. At corporate level a cross-
consumer PD cooperation involving Philips Customer
Care centers and Corporate IT has been set up to
develop and deploy a shared e-business front-end
application, a Content Management system and a
common consumer database.

In general, the main focus area is business-to-business,
encompassing the integral business chain from the
supply base up to and including retailing. On the
market side this means customer- and consumer-
centric e-marketing, e-retailing and e-key account
management. On the supply base side it means e-
procurement and web-enabled supply. Besides
business-to-business activities, selected direct-to-
consumer sales activities have been developed in
various markets around the world.

Investments have been made in the common IT
infrastructure needed to support e-business, including
state-of-the-art connections to the Internet and
security services. A certification authority has been
designated to authenticate Philips’ businesses and their
partners in a secure and reliable way so that they can
participate in e-business transactions.

Tracking developments in markets, economies and
society at large, company-wide initiatives have been
rolled out to facilitate the required change in business
culture, such as an e-business awareness program for
some , staff worldwide, which was completed in
the final quarter of .

µ Human Resources Management

Increasingly competitive labor markets call for a
creative response to the challenge of recruiting and
retaining top talent. Scarcity of talent occurs in many
regions and across disciplines. From a regional
perspective, the USA requires specific attention,
particularly because of the tense labor market
conditions in the Silicon Valley area. From a

functional perspective the ‘war for talent’ manifests
itself most clearly in the area of technical specialists. 
Philips has a healthy basis for a strong competitive
position on the labor market. The technology base,
compelling product portfolio and Company
performance attract talented people. This is illustrated 
by the growing number of people signing up for 
interviews in our recruitment campaigns at
universities across the world. 

Increasingly, recruitment is conducted through the
Internet. A corporate infrastructure, which ties
together the various recruitment websites of product
divisions and country organizations, has been
developed: the Philips Job Market. 

An analysis has been carried out of the effectiveness of
the corporate Management Development architecture.
Based on the outcomes, a worldwide program, HR
Excellence , has been launched. The objective of
this program is to enhance the quality and coherence
of the ‘talent pipeline’ to the executive levels in the
Company.

A new remuneration policy has been established for
the -plus Philips Executives. This policy ensures
the compensation of the Executives according to
competitive benchmarks in the various countries. One
of the key features is a stock option program, which
ties the pay-out to shareholder value creation
compared to a set of peer companies. The leadership
development efforts for Executives, which started in
, have been intensified. For instance, an Executive
Coaching program is being rolled out in the Philips
Leadership Group.

µ Business Excellence

In  progress was made in rolling out the Business
Excellence through Speed and Teamwork (BEST)
program throughout the Company. Building upon the
achievements already realized in quality assurance,
process improvement and customer satisfaction, BEST
is giving renewed focus and impetus to the drive
towards world-class performance in all processes along
the business chain.
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The role of speed is recognized in BEST as the
fundamental driver of business excellence. Regarding
teamwork, more than , improvement teams are
currently active throughout the Company. Quality
improvement competitions in various businesses give a
structure to their activities, producing very substantial
benefits not only for the Group’s businesses and
customers, but also in terms of recognition and the
opportunities for personal growth and self-fulfilment
they offer Philips’ employees.

Management audits support and reinforce the
improvement process by providing cross-business
exposure to leadership practice and by ensuring that
headquarters clearly define their added value and focus
on processes as well as results. 
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µ Outlook

The Company has formulated its new performance
objectives for the medium term:

. Sales growth of better than % average per annum
. Income from operations to grow from

approximately % of sales to % of sales
. Growth of earnings per common share of % on

average per annum
. Positive cash flow

Achieving these results will lead to a return on net
assets (RONA) of over %.

For the year , the Company is observing a
slowdown in economic activity in some areas of the
world, particularly the USA. Furthermore, the markets
for PCs and related products and the telecom markets
are showing signs of temporary oversupply. This will
cause some of the markets for Philips products to
show lower growth and higher price erosion in ,
certainly in the first half of the year.

We will keep capital expenditures below the level of
, while we continue to support the high-growth
opportunities of our businesses with a focus on
Semiconductors, Components and the digital parts of
Consumer Electronics. This will be supported by
acquisitions, which may temporarily dilute earnings
until the synergies can be reached that are foreseen in
these transactions.

We will continue to improve operational efficiency
and devote more attention to closer cooperation
between different businesses where this creates synergy
advantages for the Company. The total effect of
growth and efficiency will keep the number of
employees at about the same level.

We will continue our approach to further tighten
business controls and enhance value-based
management.

Eindhoven, February , 

Board of Management
Group Management Committee
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Board of Management

John Whybrow 1947, British

Executive Vice-President

Member of the Board of Management since May 1998;

member of the Group Management Committee since April

1995; President/CEO of the Lighting division since 1995 

Cor Boonstra 1938, Dutch

President/CEO and Chairman

of the Board of Management and the

Group Management Committee

Member of the Board of Management and the Group

Management Committee since June 1994; Chairman and

President of the Company since October 1996

Adri Baan 1942, Dutch

Executive Vice-President

Member of the Board of Management since May 1998;

member of the Group Management Committee since

May 1996 

Arthur van der Poel 1948, Dutch

Executive Vice-President

Member of the Board of Management since May 1998;

member of the Group Management Committee since

May 1996; President/CEO of the Semiconductors division

since 1996

Jan Hommen 1943, Dutch

Executive Vice-President and 

Chief Financial Officer

Member of the Board of Management and the Group

Management Committee and Chief Financial Officer since

March 1997

Cor Boonstra

Adri Baan

Arthur van der Poel John Whybrow

Jan HommenGerard Kleisterlee

Gerard Kleisterlee 1946, Dutch

Executive Vice-President and 

Chief Operating Officer

Member of the Board of Management since April 2000;

Member of the Group Management Committee since

January 1999; Chief Operating Officer of the Company

and President-elect since September 2000
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Group Management Committee

The Group Management Committee is composed of the Board of Management and the following senior officers

Tjerk Hooghiemstra 1956, Dutch

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

April 2000; responsible for Human Resources

Management since 2000

Ad Huijser 1946, Dutch

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

April 1999 and CEO of Philips Research since 1998

Ad Veenhof 1945, Dutch

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

January 1996 and President/CEO of the Domestic

Appliances and Personal Care division since 1996

Hans Barella 1943, Dutch

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

March 1997 and President/CEO of the Medical Systems

division since 1997

Guy Demuynck 1951, Belgian

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

April 2000 and President/CEO of Consumer Electronics

Mainstream since 2000

Arie Westerlaken 1946, Dutch

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

May 1998, Secretary to the Board of Management since

1997 and Chief Legal Officer since 1996 

Jan Oosterveld 1944, Dutch

Senior Vice-President

Member of the Group Management Committee since

May 1998; responsible for Corporate Strategy since 1997

and for Regions and Countries since 2000

Ad Veenhof

Jan Oosterveld

Arie Westerlaken

Ad Huijser

Hans Barella

Guy Demuynck
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Tjerk Hooghiemstra

Matt Medeiros 1956, American

Senior Vice-President 

Member of the Group Management Committee since

November 2000 and President/CEO of the Components

division since 2000

Matt Medeiros
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Supervisory Board

Prof.W. Hilger 1929, German*  **

Member of the Supervisory Board since 1990; reaches

the statutory age limit in 2001

Former Chairman of the Board of Management of

Hoechst and currently member of the Supervisory Boards

of Victoria Versicherung and Victoria Lebensversicherung

J-M. Hessels 1942, Dutch*

Member of the Supervisory Board since 1999; first term

expires in 2003

Former Chief Executive Officer of Royal Vendex KBB and

currently Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Euronext

and member of the Supervisory Boards of BN. com,

Laurus, Schiphol Group and Royal Vopak

W. de Kleuver 1936, Dutch*  ***

Vice-Chairman and Secretary

Member of the Supervisory Board since 1998; first term

expires in 2002

Former Executive Vice-President of Royal Philips

Electronics

L.C. van Wachem 1931, Dutch**  *** 

Chairman

Member of the Supervisory Board since 1993; second

term expires in 2001

Former Chairman of the Committee of Managing

Directors of the Royal Dutch/Shell Group and currently

Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Royal Dutch

Petroleum Company; also member of the Supervisory

Boards of Akzo Nobel, BMW and Bayer, and member 

of the Board of Directors of IBM, Atco and Zürich

Financial Services

Sir Richard Greenbury 1936, British**

Member of the Supervisory Board since 1998; first term

expires in 2002

Former Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Marks &

Spencer and director of Lloyds TSB, British Gas, ICI and

Zeneca, and currently member of the Boards of Unifi Inc.

and the Electronics Boutique Plc.

Prof. K.A.L.H. van Miert 1942, Belgian

Member of the Supervisory Board since 2000; first term

expires in 2004

Former member of the European Commission and

currently President of Nyenrode University, member of 

the Supervisory Board of Wolters Kluwer, member of the

Boards of Agfa Gevaert and De Persgroep and member

of the Advisory Boards of Goldman Sachs, Rabobank and

Swissair.

L. Schweitzer 1942, French

Member of the Supervisory Board since 1997; first term

expires in 2001

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Renault and

member of the Boards of Pechiney, Banque Nationale de

Paris and Electricité de France

* Member of the Audit Committee

** Member of the Remuneration Committee

*** Member of the Nomination and Selection Committee

L. Schweitzer W. Hilger

W. de Kleuver

L.C. van Wachem

Sir Richard Greenbury

J-M. Hessels
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Report of the Supervisory Board

The Supervisory Board met five times in the course of . Except in matters regarding
the composition of the Supervisory Board, the Board of Management and the Group
Management Committee, as well as the remuneration and performance of members of the
Board of Management and the Group Management Committee, the members of the
Board of Management and/or the Group Management Committee were present at our
meetings to inform us on the course of business, important decisions and the strategy of
the Philips Group. A number of important matters, such as major acquisitions, divestitures
and alignments, were discussed at length. A two-day meeting was devoted to strategy.
The Audit Committee met four times in the presence of the external auditor before the
publication of the annual and quarterly results. On behalf of the Supervisory Board and
in preparation for our decisions, this committee monitors the effectiveness of internal
financial control systems and reviews internal audit programs and their findings. It also
reviews the annual and quarterly figures and discusses the scale and scope of the annual
audit by the external auditor. Important findings and identified risks are examined
thoroughly so that appropriate measures can be taken.
The Remuneration Committee met two times. This committee is responsible for
preparing resolutions regarding the remuneration of members of the Board of
Management and the other members of the Group Management Committee. In
addition, it advises the Supervisory Board with regard to the policy to be pursued.
The Nomination and Selection Committee held discussions four times, in particular to
fill vacancies in the Board of Management and/or the Group Management Committee.

Composition of the Supervisory Board

At the General Meeting of Shareholders on March , , Mr C.J. Oort retired from
the Supervisory Board as a consequence of reaching the statutory age limit in ,
while Mr K.A.L.H. van Miert was appointed to the Supervisory Board with effect from
April , .

At the General Meeting of Shareholders on March , , Mr W. Hilger will retire
from the Supervisory Board. Mr Hilger joined the Supervisory Board in  and has
been a member of the Audit Committee (since ) and the Remuneration Committee
(since ). He reaches the statutory age limit this year. We wish to express our
gratitude to Mr Hilger for his contribution to the Company during his eleven-year term,
an often turbulent period with some difficult years, and we wish him well for the future.

In agreement with the Meeting of Priority Shareholders we will propose at the General
Meeting of Shareholders on March ,  to re-elect Messrs L.C. van Wachem and 
L. Schweitzer, whose present terms end at the  Annual General Meeting of
Shareholders.

Composition of the Board of Management-Group Management Committee

At the General Meeting of Shareholders on March , , Mr G.J. Kleisterlee was
appointed as member of the Board of Management and Executive Vice-President.
On August ,  it was announced that Mr C. Boonstra will retire as President/CEO
of the Company and Chairman of the Board of Management as of April , . Since
he was appointed as a member of the Board of Management (June ) and during the
period in which he served as President and Chairman of the Board of Management

Profile of the Supervisory Board
The Supervisory Board will aim for an adequate
combination of knowledge and experience among
its members in relation to the global and multi-
product character of the business of the Company.
Consequently, the Board will aim for an adequate
level of experience in marketing, manufacturing,
financial, economic, social and legal aspects of
international business and government and public
administration.The Supervisory Board further
aims to have available adequate experience within
Philips by having one or two former Philips
executives on the Supervisory Board. In the case
of vacancies the Supervisory Board will ensure
that when such persons are recommended for
appointment, these various qualifications are
reflected sufficiently.

Term of appointment
Members of the Supervisory Board are appointed
for a fixed term of four years. In principle, they
may be re-elected for two additional terms of
four years (for further information, see page 74
of the separate booklet ‘Financial Statements’).
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(from October ), Mr Boonstra successfully accomplished major assignments. In
particular, we are grateful for his contribution to the increased focus of the Company’s
activities, resulting in regained financial health and credibility with the investment world.
This has significantly increased shareholder value.
In agreement with the Meeting of Priority Shareholders we will propose at the General
Meeting of Shareholders to elect Mr Kleisterlee as the successor to Mr Boonstra.

In the course of , Messrs N.J. Bruijel (January ) and F. Bok (April ) retired as
members of the Group Management Committee. With effect from April , , 
Messrs T. Hooghiemstra and G.J.M. Demuynck have been appointed as members of the
Group Management Committee and Senior Vice-Presidents of the Company. With
effect from November , , Mr M.T. Medeiros has been appointed as a member of
the Group Management Committee and Senior Vice-President of the Company. 
Mr A. Baan will retire as Executive Vice-President and member of the Board of
Management on March , . We wish to thank him for all his efforts on behalf 
of the Company.

Financial statements

The financial statements of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. for , as presented
by the Board of Management, have been audited by KPMG Accountants N.V.,
independent public auditors. Their report appears on page  of the separate booklet
entitled ‘Financial Statements’. We have approved these financial statements and
recommend that you adopt them in accordance with the proposal of the Board of
Management and likewise adopt the proposal to declare a dividend of  . per
common share.

Eindhoven, February , 

The Supervisory Board
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Introduction

This Management Report and the separate booklet entitled ‘Financial Statements’
together comprise the full Annual Report  of Royal Philips Electronics expressed in
euros. Selected Financial Information is derived from the Philips Group’s full annual
financial statements including notes as reported in the separate booklet entitled
‘Financial Statements’. That separate booklet also contains additional financial
information and further statutory and other information. For a full understanding of the
results of the Group and the state of affairs, both booklets should be consulted.

The following Selected Financial Information should be read in conjunction with
Operating and Financial Review and Prospects set out earlier in this Management Report.

Auditors’ report

We have audited the accompanying  selected financial information of Koninklijke
Philips Electronics N.V. This information is derived from the  financial statements
of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. as audited by us. We issued an unqualified
auditors’ report on those financial statements on February , .

This selected financial information is the responsibility of the Company’s management.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this information based on our audit.

In our opinion this selected financial information corresponds in all material respects
with the financial statements from which it is derived.

For a more comprehensive view of the financial position and results of the Company
and the scope of our audit, the selected financial information should be read in
conjunction with the full financial statements from which it is derived and the auditors’
report we issued thereon.

Eindhoven, February , 

KPMG Accountants N.V.

Accounting policies

The consolidated financial statements are prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles in the Netherlands (‘Dutch GAAP’). Historical cost is used as the
measurement basis unless otherwise indicated.

Selected Financial Information



Important dates

Record date Annual General Meeting of Shareholders March , 

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders March , 

First quarterly report  April , 

Second quarterly report  July , 

Third quarterly report  October , 

Publication of  results February , *

Publication of the Annual Report  February , *

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders March , *

First quarterly report  April , *

Second quarterly report  July , *

Third quarterly report  October , *

* These dates are subject to final confirmation.

Payment of dividend

Shares of Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. ('Royal Philips Electronics') will be listed 

ex-dividend as of March , . In compliance with the listing requirements of the New

York Stock Exchange and the stock market of Euronext Amsterdam, the record dates will 

be April ,  for holders of American shares of New York Registry, and March , 

for other Philips shares.

The dividend as proposed to the General Meeting of Shareholders will be payable as of

April ,  to holders of American shares, and as of April ,  to holders of other

Philips shares. The dividend to holders of American shares will be made in  at the

/ rate at the close of business of Euronext Amsterdam on March , .
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Consolidated statements of income of the Philips Group
for the years ended December 31

in millions of euros unless otherwise stated 1)

2000 1999 1998 2)

Sales 37,862 31,459 30,459

Direct cost of sales (28,692) (24,502) (24,121)

Gross income 9,170 6,957 6,338

Selling expenses (4,960) (4,337) (4,381)

General and administrative expenses (1,298) (1,212) (1,132)

Other business income 1,526 388 190

Restructuring charges (157) (45) (330)

L2 Income from operations 4,281 1,751 685

L3 Financial income and expenses 1,988 32 (312)

Income before taxes 6,269 1,783 373

L4 Income taxes (570) (336) (41)

Income after taxes 5,699 1,447 332

L5 Results relating to unconsolidated companies 3,970 409 39

Group income 9,669 1,856 371

L6 Minority interests (67) (52) 170

Income from continuing operations 9,602 1,804 541

L7 Discontinued operations

Income from discontinued operations

(less applicable income taxes of EUR 75 million) – – 210

Gain on disposal of discontinued operations

(no tax effect) – – 4,844

L8 Extraordinary items-net – (5) 458

L9 Net income 9,602 1,799 6,053

1) The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in euros.
Amounts previously reported in Dutch guilders are now reported in euros using the irrevocably fixed conversion rate
which became effective on January 1, 1999 (EUR 1 = NLG 2.20371). See the notes to the consolidated financial
statements.

2) The 1998 results presented in line with the 2000 and 1999 presentation would result in income from operations of
EUR 1,195 million, financial income and expenses of EUR 253 million (a loss), income from continuing operations of
EUR 1,009 million and extraordinary items of EUR 10 million net (a loss). Net income would remain unchanged.
See the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Earnings per share
2000 1999 1) 1998 1)

Weighted average number of common shares outstanding

(after deduction of treasury stock) during the year 1,312,859,102 1,378,040,952 1,440,224,304

Basic earnings per common share in euros:

Income from continuing operations 7.31 1.31 0.38

Income from discontinued operations – – 0.15

Gain on disposal of discontinued operations – – 3.36

Extraordinary items-net – – 0.31

Net income 7.31 1.31 4.20

Diluted earnings per common share in euros:

Income from continuing operations 7.24 1.30 0.37

Income from discontinued operations – – 0.15

Gain on disposal of discontinued operations – – 3.34

Extraordinary items-net – – 0.31

Net income 7.24 1.30 4.17

Dividend paid per common share in euros (from prior-year profits) 0.30 0.25 0.23

1) Previously reported figures restated for 4-for-1 stock split
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Consolidated balance sheets of the Philips Group
as of December 31

in millions of euros unless otherwise stated

The consolidated balance sheets are presented before appropriation of profit

Assets

2000 1999

Current assets

Cash and cash equivalents 1,089 2,331

L10 Securities 111 1,523

L11 Receivables:

- Accounts receivable-net 5,905 5,274

- Accounts receivable from unconsolidated companies 56 52

- Other receivables 539 755

- Prepaid expenses 306 372

6,806 6,453

L12 Inventories 5,279 4,566

Total current assets 13,285 14,873

Non-current assets

L5 Unconsolidated companies:

- Investments 4,793 2,060

- Loans 535 31

5,328 2,091

L13 Other non-current financial assets 3,747 340

L14 Non-current receivables:

- Accounts receivable-net 143 185

- Accounts receivable from unconsolidated companies 3 –

- Other receivables 157 67

- Prepaid expenses 2,410 2,074

2,713 2,326

L15 Property, plant and equipment:

- At cost 20,265 18,302

- Less accumulated depreciation (11,224) (10,970)

9,041 7,332

L16 Intangible assets-net 4,427 2,822

Total non-current assets 25,256 14,911

Total 38,541 29,784
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Liabilities and stockholders’ equity

2000 1999

Current liabilities

Accounts and notes payable:

- Trade creditors 4,250 3,619

- Unconsolidated companies 5 13

4,255 3,632

L17 Accrued liabilities 3,701 3,841

L18 L19 Short-term provisions 969 1,056

L20 Other current liabilities 862 789

L21 L23 Short-term debt 1,743 577

Total current liabilities 11,530 9,895

Non-current liabilities

L22 L23 Long-term debt 2,284 2,737

L18 L19 Long-term provisions 2,522 2,062

Total non-current liabilities 4,806 4,799

L24 Commitments and contingent liabilities

Group equity

L6 Minority interests 469 333

L25 Stockholders’ equity:

Priority shares, par value EUR 500 per share:

Authorized and issued: 10 shares

Preference shares, par value EUR 0.20 per share:

Authorized: 3,249,975,000 shares

(749,995,000 shares par value EUR 1 in 1999)

Issued: none

Common shares, par value EUR 0.20 per share:

Authorized: 3,250,000,000 shares

(750,000,000 shares par value EUR 1 in 1999)

Issued: 1,316,070,392 shares (1,356,315,244 shares in 1999) 263 339

Treasury: 32,175,659 shares (24,714,704 shares in 1999)

Share premium 7 1,631

Other reserves 11,864 10,988

Undistributed profit for the year 9,602 1,799

21,736 14,757

Total 38,541 29,784
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Consolidated statements of cash flows of the Philips Group
for the years ended December 31

in millions of euros

2000 1999 1998

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income 9,602 1,799 6,053

Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating

activities:

Income from, and net gain on disposal of, discontinued operations – – (5,054)

Depreciation and amortization 2,320 1,853 1,890

Net gain on sale of investments (6,384) (491) (728)

Income from unconsolidated companies (net of dividends received) (1,187) (410) (31)

Minority interests (net of dividends paid) 56 38 (173)

(Increase) decrease in working capital (1,069) (469) 272

(Increase) decrease in non-current receivables (510) (32) 43

Increase (decrease) in provisions 386 (87) (177)

Other items (218) (288) 45

Net cash provided by operating activities 2,996 1,913 2,140

Cash flows from investing activities:
Purchase of intangible assets (software) (140) (200) –

Capital expenditures on property, plant and equipment (3,170) (1,662) (1,634)

Proceeds from disposals of property, plant and equipment 178 286 240

Proceeds from the sale of securities, net of hedging activities 848 158 –

Purchase of other non-current financial assets (560) (119) (68)

Proceeds from other non-current financial assets 63 67 132

Purchase of businesses (3,209) (2,993) (867)

Proceeds from sale of interests in businesses 3,586 629 756

Net cash used for investing activities (2,404) (3,834) (1,441)

Cash flows before financing activities 592 (1,921) 699

Cash flows from financing activities:
Increase (decrease) in short-term debt 734 (257) (74)

Principal payments on long-term debt (325) (563) (565)

Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt 203 103 194

Effect of other financial transactions – – 114

Treasury stock transactions (578) (38) (157)

Capital repayment to shareholders (1,673) (1,490) –

Dividends paid (399) (361) (326)

Net cash used for financing activities (2,038) (2,606) (814)

Cash used for continuing operations (1,446) (4,527) (115)

Effect of changes in exchange rates and consolidations on cash positions 204 305 30

Net cash from discontinued operations – – 5,241

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year 2,331 6,553 1,397

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 1,089 2,331 6,553
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Supplemental disclosures to consolidated statements of cash flows:
2000 1999 1998

(Increase) decrease in working capital:
Increase in accounts receivable and prepaid expenses (513) (534) (133)

(Increase) decrease in inventories (979) 46 (60)

Increase in accounts payable and accrued expenses 423 19 465

(1,069) (469) 272

Net cash paid during the year for:
Interest 167 129 244

Income taxes 266 222 200

Additional common stock issued upon conversion of
long-term debt 13 29 25

Net gain on sale of investments:
Cash proceeds from the sale of investments 4,675 1,140 1,128

Book value of these investments (875) (649) (400)

Non-cash gains 2,584 – –

6,384 491 728

Non-cash investing and financing information:
Assets received in lieu of cash 2,589 11 1,698

Treasury stock transactions:
Shares acquired (682) (139) (323)

Exercise stock options/warrants/convertible personnel debentures 104 101 166

For a number of reasons, principally the effects of translation differences and consolidation changes, certain items in the
statements of cash flows do not correspond to the differences between the balance sheet amounts for the respective
items.

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in euros.
Amounts previously reported in Dutch guilders are now reported in euros using the irrevocably fixed conversion rate
which became effective on January 1, 1999, (EUR 1 = NLG 2.20371).
See the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated statements of changes in stockholders’ equity of the
Philips Group

in millions of euros unless otherwise stated

number of shares* issued, share other treasury total

outstanding issued
paid-up premium reserves shares

capital

Balance as of December 31, 1997 1,431,797,964 1,459,108,464 1,655 1,789 6,081 (371) 9,154

Issued upon exercise of:

- Convertible debentures 323,388 3 22 25

- Stock options (7) (7)

- Warrants 14,547,444 17 39 56

Net income for the year 6,053 6,053

Dividend paid (326) (326)

Treasury stock transactions (53) (152) (205)

Translation differences and other changes (190) (190)

Balance as of December 31, 1998 1,442,760,868 1,473,979,296 1,672 1,824 11,587 (523) 14,560

Issued upon exercise of:

- Convertible debentures 276,324 2 27 29

- Stock options 80 (11) (11)

Net income for the year 1,799 1,799

Dividend paid (361) (361)

Treasury stock transactions (55) 28 (27)

8% share reduction (117,940,456) (1,333) (184) 27 (1,490)

Translation differences and other changes 258 258

Balance as of December 31, 1999 1,331,600,540 1,356,315,244 339 1,631 13,255 (468) 14,757

Change in accounting policy:

- Product/process development costs

previously included in inventories (241) (241)

- Derivatives (FAS 133) 58 58

Issued upon exercise of:

- Convertible debentures 458,356 6 7 13

Net income for the year 9,602 9,602

Dividend paid (399) (399)

Treasury stock transactions (23) (555) (578)

3% share reduction (40,703,208) (76) (1,630) (8) 41 (1,673)

Translation differences and other changes 197 197

Balance as of December 31, 2000 1,283,894,733 1,316,070,392 263 7 22,448 (982) 21,736

* - As from May 28, 1999, the par value of Philips’ common shares changed from NLG 10 to EUR 1 per share. The 1999
share reduction program was executed in May/June 1999.

- Share data in this report are based on the number of shares outstanding after the 4-for-1 stock split which was
effected on April 14, 2000; prior-year data have been restated accordingly.

- On May 29, 2000, the Extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders adopted the 2000 share reduction program,
which became effective August 1, 2000, and which reduced the number of outstanding shares by approximately
40 million, or 3%, and changed the par value of Philips’ common shares from EUR 0.25 to EUR 0.20 per share.

The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in euros.
Amounts previously reported in Dutch guilders are now reported in euros using the irrevocably fixed conversion rate
which became effective on January 1, 1999 (EUR 1 = NLG 2.20371).
See the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Some key financial information in NLG and US dollar

all amounts in millions of Dutch guilders and US dollars unless otherwise stated

Philips’ consolidated financial data are presented in euros. For the convenience of the reader, certain information is
summarized below in Dutch guilders and in US dollars. The 2000 euro amounts of the statement of income and cash
flow items have been converted at average rates, while the balance sheet amounts have been converted at the official
rates as of December 31, 2000. The 1999 amounts in NLG and US dollar are as published in the annual report for that
year. The conversion rates used have been listed in the table below.

Statement of income
NLG USD

2000 1999 2000 1999

Sales 83,437 69,327 34,864 33,496

Income from operations 9,434 3,859 3,942 1,864

Financial income and expenses 4,381 71 1,831 34

Income before taxes 13,815 3,930 5,773 1,898

Income taxes (1,256) (741) (525) (357)

Income after taxes 12,559 3,189 5,248 1,541

Results relating to unconsolidated companies 8,749 901 3,656 435

Minority interests (148) (115) (62) (55)

Income from continuing operations 21,160 3,975 8,842 1,921

Per common share (after stock split) 16.11 2.89 6.73 1.40

Net income 21,160 3,964 8,842 1,915

Per common share (after stock split) 16.11 2.88 6.73 1.39

Balance sheet as of December 31
Cash and cash equivalents 2,400 5,137 1,014 2,351

Securities 245 3,356 103 1,536

Receivables 14,998 14,221 6,337 6,508

Inventories 11,633 10,062 4,915 4,606

Non-current assets 55,657 32,859 23,516 15,047

Total assets 84,933 65,635 35,885 30,048

Other current liabilities 19,432 18,207 8,210 8,340

Debt 8,874 7,303 3,750 3,343

Provisions 7,693 6,871 3,250 3,145

Total provisions and liabilities 35,999 32,381 15,210 14,828

Stockholders’ equity 47,900 32,520 20,238 14,885

Minority interests 1,034 734 437 335

Group equity 48,934 33,254 20,675 15,220

Total equity and liabilities 84,933 65,635 35,885 30,048

Stockholders’ equity per common share (after stock split) 37.31 24.42 15.76 11.18

Cash flow statement

Net cash provided by operating activities 6,602 4,216 2,759 2,037

Net cash used for investing activities (5,298) (8,449) (2,214) (4,082)

Net cash used for financing activities (4,491) (5,743) (1,877) (2,775)

Conversion rates in euros:

Average 0.45378 0.45378 1.086 0.9392

Year-end 0.45378 0.45378 1.074 0.9912
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Product sectors
2000

sales (to segment Ebita income as a % of results
third revenues (loss) from segment relating

parties) operations revenues to
unconsolidated

companies

Lighting 5,052 5,097 677 668 13.1 (33)

Consumer Electronics 14,683 14,852 420 374 2.5 (4)

DAP 2,107 2,130 292 287 13.5 –

Components 4,562 6,332 570 569 9.0 211

Semiconductors 5,879 6,812 1,451 1,346 19.8 1,151

Medical Systems 3,031 3,047 308 169 5.5 (3)

Origin 717 1,164 1,089 1,063 91.3 (2)

Miscellaneous 1,831 1,882 (105) (113) (6.0) 2,647

Unallocated – – (79) (82) 3

Total 37,862 41,316 4,623 4,281 3,970

Intersegment revenues (3,454)

Sales 37,862

Income from operations

as a % of sales 11.3

1999

Lighting 4,548 4,597 609 602 13.1 (1)

Consumer Electronics 12,436 12,602 276 258 2.0 (1)

DAP 1,791 1,817 221 220 12.1 –

Components 3,754 5,325 289 286 5.4 187

Semiconductors 3,796 4,557 716 614 13.5 259

Medical Systems 2,493 2,495 219 181 7.3 (9)

Origin 1,056 1,735 125 97 5.6 –

Miscellaneous 1,585 1,705 (78) (94) (5.5) (25)

Unallocated (411) (413) (1)

Total 31,459 34,833 1,966 1,751 409

Intersegment revenues (3,374)

Sales 31,459

Income from operations

as a % of sales 5.6

1998

Lighting 4,453 4,504 601 595 13.2 4

Consumer Electronics 12,364 12,524 (443) (447) (3.6) 2

DAP 1,746 1,769 200 199 11.2 –

Components 3,814 5,259 46 44 0.8 (10)

Semiconductors 3,212 3,963 769 765 19.3 110

Medical Systems 1,950 1,957 152 (49) (2.5) (12)

Origin 1,059 1,654 77 59 3.6 –

Miscellaneous 1,861 2,069 (67) (82) (4.0) (46)

Unallocated (392) (399) (9)

Total 30,459 33,699 943 685 39

Intersegment revenues (3,240)

Sales 30,459

Income from operations

as a % of sales 2.2
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Geographic areas
2000

sales (to segment Ebita income as a % of
third revenues (loss) from segment

parties) operations revenues

Netherlands 1,696 16,001 2,424 2,395 15.0

Europe excl. Netherlands 15,271 20,084 860 851 4.2

USA and Canada 9,565 11,889 488 186 1.6

Latin America 2,285 2,054 60 59 2.9

Africa 271 167 3 3 1.8

Asia 8,774 14,613 808 807 5.5

Australia and New Zealand 433 (20) (20) (4.6)

Total 37,862 65,241 4,623 4,281

Interregional revenues (27,379)

Sales 37,862

Income from operations as a % of sales 11.3

1999

Netherlands 1,619 12,452 546 513 4.1

Europe excl. Netherlands 13,039 16,600 619 611 3.7

USA and Canada 7,918 9,310 255 82 0.9

Latin America 1,862 1,642 (40) (41) (2.5)

Africa 229 107 1 1 0.9

Asia 6,346 11,188 584 584 5.2

Australia and New Zealand 446 424 1 1 0.2

Total 31,459 51,723 1,966 1,751

Interregional revenues (20,264)

Sales 31,459

Income from operations as a % of sales 5.6

1998

Netherlands 1,653 11,089 449 446 4.0

Europe excl. Netherlands 13,015 16,430 648 638 3.9

USA and Canada 7,462 8,572 (254) (473) (5.5)

Latin America 2,089 2,013 (204) (205) (10.2)

Africa 270 126 (1) (1) (0.7)

Asia 5,556 10,013 311 287 2.9

Australia and New Zealand 414 419 (6) (7) (1.6)

Total 30,459 48,662 943 685

Interregional revenues (18,203)

Sales 30,459

Income from operations as a % of sales 2.2
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The Philips Group in the last seven years *

all amounts in millions of euros unless otherwise stated
Due to factors such as consolidations and divestments, the amounts,
percentages and ratios are not directly comparable.

General data
2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994

Sales 37,862 31,459 30,459 29,658 27,094 25,259 23,768

Percentage increase over previous year 20 3 3 9 7 6 2

Income from continuing operations 9,602 1,804 541 1,231 126 971 683

Discontinued operations – – 5,054 263 202 247 281

Net income (loss) 9,602 1,799 6,053 2,602 (268) 1,143 964

Turnover rate of net operating capital 3.16 3.14 2.91 2.84 2.70 2.88 2.95

Total employees at year-end (in thousands) 219 227 234 252 250 253 241

Salaries, wages and social costs paid 8,456 8,016 8,209 8,261 8,083 7,363 7,031

Income
Income from operations 4,281 1,751 685 1,714 422 1,350 1,227

As a % of sales 11.3 5.6 2.2 5.8 1.6 5.3 5.2

As a % of net operating capital (RONA) 35.7 17.5 6.5 16.4 4.2 15.4 15.2

Income taxes (570) (336) (41) (276) 7 (74) (135)

As a % of income before taxes 9 19 11 20 (40) 7 16

Income after taxes 5,699 1,447 332 1,119 25 964 696

As a % of sales 15.1 4.6 1.1 3.8 0.1 3.8 2.9

Income from continuing operations 9,602 1,804 541 1,231 126 971 683

As a % of stockholders’ equity (ROE) 53.5 12.6 5.1 15.9 1.9 15.8 12.5

Per common share (after stock split) 7.31 1.31 0.38 0.88 0.09 0.71 0.51

Net income (loss) 9,602 1,799 6,053 2,602 (268) 1,143 964

Per common share (after stock split) 7.31 1.31 4.20 1.86 (0.20) 0.84 0.72

Dividend paid per common share (from prior-year profit

distribution, after stock split) 0.30 0.25 0.23 0.18 0.18 0.14 0.14

* 1997 and prior years have been restated to reflect the sale of PolyGram N.V. in 1998 and to present the Philips Group
accounts on a continuing basis.

Definitions
Net operating capital: intangible assets (excl. goodwill unconsolidated companies), property, plant and equipment, non-current receivables and

current assets excl. cash and cash equivalents, securities and deferred tax positions, after deduction of provisions and
other liabilities

RONA: income from operations as a % of average net operating capital
ROE: income from continuing operations as a % of average stockholders’ equity

Net debt: long-term and short-term debt net of cash and cash equivalents
Average number of outstanding shares: weighted average number of outstanding common shares based on monthly positions during the reporting year

Ebita: income from operations excluding amortization charges for goodwill and other intangibles arising from acquisitions

The financial statements have been prepared in euros. Amounts previously reported in Dutch guilders are now reported
in euros using the irrevocably fixed conversion rate which became effective on January 1, 1999 (EUR 1 = NLG 2.20371).
See the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Capital employed
2000 1999 1998 1997 1996 1995 1994

Cash and cash equivalents 1,089 2,331 6,553 1,397 785 932 940

Securities 111 1,523 – – – – –

Receivables 6,806 6,453 5,442 5,464 5,369 4,890 4,567

Inventories 5,279 4,566 4,274 4,522 4,334 5,083 4,330

Current assets 13,285 14,873 16,269 11,383 10,488 10,905 9,837

Non-current financial assets 9,075 2,431 2,836 1,451 1,618 1,358 1,257

Net assets discontinued operations – – – 1,482 1,198 1,013 901

Non-current receivables 2,713 2,326 1,920 1,858 1,662 1,413 1,397

Property, plant and equipment (book value) 9,041 7,332 6,574 6,935 6,719 6,094 5,599

Intangible assets (book value) 4,427 2,822 554 213 222 198 105

Non-current assets 25,256 14,911 11,884 11,939 11,419 10,076 9,259

Total assets 38,541 29,784 28,153 23,322 21,907 20,981 19,096

Property, plant and equipment:

Capital expenditures for the year 3,170 1,662 1,634 1,627 2,185 2,127 1,535

Depreciation for the year 1,789 1,548 1,615 1,492 1,437 1,218 1,270

Capital expenditures : depreciation 1.8 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.5 1.7 1.2

Inventories as a % of sales 13.9 14.5 14.0 15.2 16.0 20.1 18.2

Outstanding trade receivables, in months’ sales 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5

Financial structure
Other current liabilities 8,818 8,262 6,779 6,328 5,768 5,643 5,373

Debt 4,027 3,314 3,587 4,030 5,855 4,756 3,875

Provisions 3,491 3,118 2,985 3,251 3,420 3,460 3,566

Total provisions and liabilities 16,336 14,694 13,351 13,609 15,043 13,859 12,814

Issued, paid-up capital 263 339 1,672 1,655 1,600 1,566 1,536

Surplus and reserves 21,473 14,418 12,888 7,499 4,985 5,060 4,410

Stockholders’ equity 21,736 14,757 14,560 9,154 6,585 6,626 5,946

Minority interests 469 333 242 559 279 496 336

Group equity 22,205 15,090 14,802 9,713 6,864 7,122 6,282

Total equity and liabilities 38,541 29,784 28,153 23,322 21,907 20,981 19,096

Net debt : group equity ratio 12:88 6:94 * 21:79 42:58 35:65 32:68

Stockholders’ equity per common share (after stock split) 16.93 11.08 10.09 6.39 4.74 4.85 4.41

Market price per common share at year-end (after stock split) 39.02 33.75 14.30 13.80 7.94 6.58 5.83

* Not meaningful: net cash in 1998 exceeded the debt level
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